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Abstract
Fair exchange protocols, also known as non-repudiation protocols, are a special class of
protocols that should ensure a kind of fairness. A real-world example of this problem may
be a hostage exchange as portrayed in many movies. The goal is to ensure that no party
can gain an advantage by fooling the other party, e.g., by denying the receiving, canceling
the exchange during the process, or by waiting too long. An application for these
protocols are smart contracts, also known as the contract-signing problem. This class of
protocols can be modeled and verified using game-playing techniques and Alternating
Time Temporal Logic (ATL resp. ATL*), an extension of Computation Tree Logic
(CTL). ATL extends CTL with the ability to quantify over strategies and capabilities
of players. Designing correct protocols is hard for humans as various security issues in
protocols such as the Needham-Schroeder-Protocol or Kerberos have shown. Instead
of relying on the skills of humans while designing protocols, we aim at synthesizing
such protocols directly from ATL* specifications. In this thesis, we present a reduction
from ATL* synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis. Our technique ought to be easy to
implement, as general as possible and benefit from the optimizations of existing LTL
synthesis implementations, such as BoSy(Hyper). The main idea in this reduction is
labeling witnesses of satisfaction for path formulas into the computation tree and using
these to encode the ATL path quantification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Smart contracts typically describe a technical, computer- or Internet-based mechanism
of establishing a contract between two or more parties. Such contracts play an important
role in our information society and already are a part of our digital life as, for example,
in online purchases. In the future they may replace traditional legal contracts as well.
As an example for smart contracts, assume that Alice wants to buy a house from Bob.
She therefore would send a message to Bob with the offer to buy his house. During
further messages they may negotiate about the price, while at some point both agree
on the selling, respectively purchase, of the house. The goal of a smart contract is to
ensure that Alice and Bob both have evidences of their agreeing or alternatively that
none of both has any evidence. This assertion is also called (fair) non-repudiation.
More generally, non-repudiation enforces that the author/sender of a message, e.g., a
contract, cannot dispute its authorship, while he already has the evidence of receipt from
the receiver and vice versa [KR03]. For illustration of a failed fair non-repudiation, see
Figure 1.1. Creating non-repudiation protocols is hard, mainly because the signing of
sender and receiver may differ in time and place and because they may communicate
through unreliable channels. In fact, as shown in [EY80], there is no deterministic
protocol without a trusted third party, which solves the fair contract signing problem.

Creating correct protocols ensuring non-repudiation is difficult for humans, not only
because it includes unreliable channels and trusted third parties or probabilities, but
because creating correct protocols in general is hard for humans. A programmer or
engineer has to consider a huge amount of possible attacks and a small mistake can
lead to, for example, huge financial losses. One of the most prominent examples for
the difficulty of designing security protocols is the the Needham-Schroeder protocol.
Its flaw was not detected until 17 years later [Low95]. But also flaws in a lot of other
protocols such as Kerberos (2004), Microsoft Passport (2001), French Electronic Passport
(2010) and most recently Bluetooth [ATR19] display the urgency to find better designing
techniques. As a consequence to these experiences, computer aided design of security
protocols becomes more and more important. We consider synthesis to automatically
create correct protocols from given specifications.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Failed non-repudiation for Bob

Figure 1.2: Application of synthesis

Synthesis is the process of automatically creating a system that is satisfying a given
specification. Consider Figure 1.2 as an illustration. Systems are often modeled as
Kripke structures, transition systems or extensions thereof, describing the behavior of
the system in an optimal way. Specifications are often given in temporal logics. Temporal
logics and their synthesis problem are very well studied, for example linear-time temporal
logic (LTL) was introduced more than 40 years ago [Pnu77] and its synthesis problem
was considered at least 20 years ago [PR89]. Moreover, specifications in temporal logics
are well-structured and succinct, making it possible to be most accurate in a compact
way, and therefore, have a huge advantage versus, for example, ambiguous criteria in
text form. Temporal logics combine boolean operations on labels of the states of the
structures with temporal operators, such as next ( ) or globally ( ), referring to certain
states. Considering, for example, the temporal logic LTL, a formula (a∨ b) holds on
such computations, that, beginning in the next state, a or b holds in all following states.
In Figure 1.3, we portrayed such a trace.
Alternating-time temporal logic (ATL), an extension of computation tree logic (CTL)

and LTL, allows to argue about capabilities and strategies of participants. As shown in
[KR03], modeling non-repudiation and fair-exchange protocols for formal verification or
synthesis is possible in the alternating-time temporal logic. As an example for an ATL*
formula, let {a1, a2, a3} be three participants, called agents. An ATL* formula then is

Figure 1.3: A trace where (a ∨ b) holds
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〈〈a1, a2〉〉 goal. For the formula to hold, the agents a1 and a2 together must have a
strategy enforcing that the formula goal does hold. It, therefore, requires a system
where agent a1 together with a2 are able to enforce paths on which, starting at the next
state, each state is labeled with goal. Using ATL, respectively ATL*, we are not only
considering the possible behavior of a system, but give participants the freedom to choose
or prevent certain computations. This is perfectly suited for describing non-repudiation
protocols and exchange protocols in general, i.e., protocols with no predefined order
of execution and participants which are adversaries. Considering the design process
of multi-agent systems using verification or synthesis, ATL is generally a good fit, as
it allows to refine the restrictions of participants during the design process. At the
beginning of creating a protocol, we may allow participants to make “stupid” choices
resulting in the incorrectness of the protocol. At the end of the design process we should
consider the most restricted case in which we do not allow participants to have the
opportunity to influence the correctness of the protocol. With regard to verification,
this gives us the ability to verify premature solutions. Regarding synthesis, this helps
to identify incorrect specifications and also avoids unrealizable specifications that result
from strict constraints.
In this thesis, we will tackle the ATL* synthesis problem by giving a reduction from

ATL* synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis. HyperLTL is an extension to LTL, allow-
ing to explicitly quantify about traces. For example observational determinism can be
expressed in HyperLTL as follows:

∀π∀π′. (Iπ = Iπ′)→ (Oπ = Oπ′),

with inputs I and outputs O. It states that for each pair of traces, if the inputs are
equal at respectively every node, the outputs have to be equal, too.

To our knowledge, there are no existing implementations or tools for ATL or ATL*
synthesis, only theoretical approaches [Sch08; SF07]. As a consequence, we aimed for
an approach that is easy to implement, as general as possible and can benefit from
the optimizations of existing LTL synthesis implementations such as BoSy [FFT17] or
BoSyHyper [Fin+18].
Our approach uses ideas from [BSK17], which performed a similar reduction for the

computation tree logic, as well as ideas from [Sch08], which first showed a 2-EXPTIME
approach for ATL* synthesis. In LTL, we automatically argue about all traces of a set of
traces. In ATL* however, we quantify over paths of a system. Therefore, it is absolutely
necessary to transfer this possibility to LTL. Our approaches contains two main ideas.
The first part is encoding ATL* features into a computation tree, which then can be
easily translated to a set of traces. We will do so by adding various information to the
computation tree by extending the atomic propositions. Some of these annotations are
due to the fact that a system for an ATL* specification contains more information than
a computation tree, some due to the fact that ATL* is strictly more expressive than
LTL, even concerning the fact that we will introduce a HyperLTL formula as well. The
second part is converting the ATL* formula. On the one hand we want to eliminate all
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.4: ATL* Synthesis via (Hyper-)LTL synthesis

ATL* fractions from the formula, on the other hand we want the synthesizer to solve
an ATL* synthesis problem. This apparent contradiction is solved by using the encoded
propositions. The encoded propositions are output variables, therefore, their values are
set by the synthesis algorithm. However, we will add various LTL constraints to the
LTL formula, such that we force the synthesizer to solve the ATL* synthesis problem by
finding the correct setting for the new output variables. The output variables will then
reveal, together with the constructed system, the ATL* synthesis solution. Figure 1.4
visualizes how ATL* synthesis is reduced to HyperLTL synthesis.

Related Work

The topic of ATL synthesis did not get as much attention as the synthesis for other
logics, such as LTL. However, two approaches are known to us. The first approach was
by Schewe and Finkbeiner [SF07], considering the distributed synthesis for ATL. While
this is an interesting problem since ATL is well suited for describing distributed systems
we were interested in the non-distributed synthesis setting. This is due to the fact that
distributed synthesis in general is very hard and becomes undecidable even in small
settings. As the authors showed, distributed synthesis for ATL and even CTL becomes
undecidable in any non-hierarchical setting. In 2008, Schewe [Sch08] showed that the
synthesis and realizability for ATL* is 2-EXPTIME complete, which was a major step,
as up to then, ATL* synthesis was solved with a detour over the µ-calculus, generating
an additional exponential blow-up. The author, however, presented an approach for
solving the synthesis problem for ATL* without this detour. He gave a transformation
from concurrent game structures, the common models for ATL, to special trees, which
then got parsed by a customized tree automaton. We adapted some of these findings in
our approach.
Smart contracts became a well-known topic in the last years, most notably in the

context of block chains. The most common properties in the context of smart contracts
as protocols are the contract-signing problem, first introduced in [Blu83], fair exchange
and non-repudiation [PVG03; KMZ02; KR03] and abuse freeness [GJM99; KR02].
Chatterjee and Raman [CR12] described an approach to the synthesis of exchange

protocols, using LTL as specification language. They found out that strictly competitive
formulations are too strong for synthesizing such protocols and therefore switched to
conditionally competitive co-synthesis, similar to assume-guarantee synthesis [CA07].
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Outline
In Chapter 2, we give an introduction to the topics we will use in our approach. We
will go into the topics of synthesis, LTL, HyperLTL as well as ATL, respectively, ATL*.
In Chapter 3, we reduce ATL* synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis, based on concurrent
game structures. In Chapter 4, we present a second approach for reducing ATL* synthe-
sis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis, based on alternating transition systems. In Chapter 5, we
analyze protocols for smart contracts in the context of ATL synthesis and give an out-
look for future work on this topic. In Chapter 6, we shortly summarize our approaches
to compare and discuss them. We will give an outlook on future work considering our
approaches on reducing ATL synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries

In this chapter we lay the foundation for understanding the following reductions. We
will introduce the problem of synthesis and realizability, several structures for ATL*
and LTL verification / synthesis, such as trace models, computation trees, concurrent
game structures and alternating transition systems. Further we will introduce syntax
and semantics of linear-time temporal logic (LTL) and alternating-time temporal logic
(ATL / ATL*).

2.1 Synthesis

Synthesis is the problem of finding a correct implementation to a specification. We
consider temporal specifications, more precisely specifications in the linear-time tempo-
ral logic (LTL) and alternating-time temporal logic (ATL resp. ATL*) over a set of
atomic propositions (AP ). Propositions are partitioned into inputs I and outputs O :
I ∪̇ O = AP . Given a specification, a synthesis algorithm outputs either a system or
the term unrealizable. The system has the property of modeling or realizing the spec-
ification, hence the specification has to hold for all possible infinite sequences of input
sets (2I)ω. In each step of a computation, the inputs are chosen by the environment,
whereas the outputs are chosen by the system in such a way, that the specification holds.
A specification is called realizable, if there exists a system choosing outputs, such that
the specification holds for all possible inputs. Analogously a system is unrealizable if
there is no succeeding system.

2.2 Computation Trees

An infinite labeled tree is a tuple (D,L, V, l), where
• D is a set of directions.
• L is a set of labels.
• V := D∗ is a set of nodes. We expect the following constraints on V to hold:

7



2. Preliminaries

1. ε ∈ V is the root.
2. ∀n ∈ V.∃d ∈ D. n · d ∈ V , hence there are no leafs.

• l is a labeling function: l : V → 2L, which annotates each node with a combination
of labels.

We call a tree a computation tree with inputs I and outputs O, iff it is a tuple (D =
2I , L = 2O, V, l). We define a path through such a tree as π, which can be infinite:
π ∈ Dω, or finite: π ∈ D∗. Let us remark that based on this definition, nodes and finite
paths are equivalent.

2.3 Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL)
LTL [Pnu77] combines boolean operations with temporal operators as next ( ) and
eventually ( ). LTL is evaluated over trace models of atomic propositions. Boolean
operations are evaluated over the propositions of states, whereas temporal operators
refer to the states on which the propositions are evaluated. As an example, next refers
to the state which comes relatively next to the current state and eventually refers to
some state coming in a finite future, hence a state which comes eventually or finally.

2.3.1 LTL Syntax

ϕ := p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ | ϕU ϕ

where p is an atomic proposition: p ∈ AP , which can be parted into inputs I and outputs
O: AP = I∪̇O.

2.3.2 LTL Semantics

As before let AP = I∪̇O the set of atomic propositions, consisting of inputs I and
outputs O. Generally LTL is defined over a set of traces: TR := (2AP )ω.
Let π ∈ TR be trace, π[0] the starting element of a trace π and for a k ∈ N and be

π[k] be the k-th element of the trace π. With π[k,∞] we denote the infinite suffix of π
starting at k. We write π |= ϕ for the trace π satisfies the formula ϕ.
For a trace π ∈ TR, p ∈ AP and path formulas ψ:

• π |= ¬ψ iff π 6|= ψ
• π |= p iff p ∈ π[0] ; π |= ¬p iff p 6∈ π[0].
• π |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff π |= ψ1 and π |= ψ2. Similarly for ψ1 ∨ ψ2
• π |= ψ iff π[1] |= ψ
• π |= ψ1 U ψ2 iff ∃l ∈ N : (π[l,∞] |= ψ2 ∧ ∀m ∈ [0, l − 1] : π[m,∞] |= ψ1)

Further temporal operators as eventually ( ), release (R) or globally ( ) can be deduced
from the defined operators as usual.
In the case of deterministic synthesis, where each sequence of outputs belongs to a

unique sequence of inputs, we assume w.l.o.g., that each set of traces can be transformed
into a computation tree and each computation tree can be transformed into a set of

8



2.4. HyperLTL

traces. Since for our purposes, the similarity to the definition of ATL* semantics is
highly important, we write TR |= ϕ for all traces in the trace set TR satisfy the formula
ϕ as well as C |= ϕ for all paths of the computation tree C satisfy the formula ϕ.

2.4 HyperLTL
The definition of HyperLTL is taken from [Coe+19].
HyperLTL [Cla+14] extends LTL (Section 2.3) with explicit trace quantification. Let
V = {π1, π2, · · · } be an infinite set of trace variables. HyperLTL formulas are defined by
the grammar:

ϕ := ∀π. ϕ | ∃π. ϕ | ψ

ψ := aπ | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ | ψ U ψ,

where a ∈ AP and π ∈ V. Here, ∀π. ϕ and ∃π. ϕ denote universal and existential
trace quantification, and aπ requires the atomic proposition a to hold on trace π. The
semantics of HyperLTL is defined with respect to a set of traces T . Let Π : V 7→ T
be a trace assignment that maps trace variables to traces in T . We can update a trace
assignment Π, denoted by Π[π 7→ t], where π maps to t and all other trace variables are
as in Π. The satisfaction relation |=T for HyperLTL over a set of traces T is defined as
follows:

Π, i |=T aπ iff a ∈ Π(π)[i]

Π, i |=T ¬ϕ iff Π, i 6|=T ϕ

Π, i |=T ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff Π, i |=T ϕ1 or Π, i |=T ϕ2

Π, i |=T ϕ iff Π, i+ 1 |=T ϕ

Π, i |=T ϕ1 U ϕ2 iff ∃j ≥ i. Π, j |=T ϕ2

∧ ∀i ≤ k < j. Π, k |=T ϕ1

Π, i |=T ∃π. ϕ iff ∃t ∈ T. Π[π 7→ t], i |=T ϕ

Π, i |=T ∀π. ϕ iff ∀t ∈ T. Π[π 7→ t], i |=T ϕ.

We say that a trace set T satisfies a HyperLTL formula ϕ, written as T |= ϕ, if ∅, 0 |=T ϕ,
where ∅ denotes the empty trace assignment.

For this work, we are interested in the property of observational determinism. The
following HyperLTL formula states observational determinism: ∀π∀π′ (Iπ = Iπ′) →
(Oπ = Oπ′), with inputs I and outputs O. It states that for each pair of traces, if the
inputs are equal at respectively every node, the outputs have to be equal to. We will
use a slightly modified version of this formula in our approaches. As shown in [Fin+18],
synthesizing such HyperLTL formulas with a bounded approach gives a quadratic blowup
in relation to LTL synthesis.

9



2. Preliminaries

Similar to LTL, we assume w.l.o.g. that, sets of sets of traces can be transformed to
sets of computation trees and backwards.

2.5 Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL)

ATL is a branching time logic such as CTL [EH86] but with finer-grained path quantifi-
cation. Similar to LTL it combines boolean operations over propositions with temporal
operators, but as an extension to LTL, also path quantification. ATL is evaluated over
tree-like structures. In branching time logics, specifications can be written, that enforce
different properties on different branches of a system. That is in contrary to LTL, where
a property has to hold generally on all possible traces. In ATL branches can be selected
through path quantifiers, which quantify over capabilities and strategies of agents. As
a strategy we denote the scheme of an agent to enforce properties. In other words, an
agent has a strategy, if he is able to enforce these properties.
Therefore, in comparison to computation tree models and trace models, we need mod-

els containing behavior and capabilities of each agent. ATL was originally defined on
alternating transition systems (ATS) [AHK98], whereas later on, the authors redefined
the logic over concurrent game structures (CGS) [AHK02]. We will introduce both
definitions and base our reduction on both approaches.
ATL can be extended to ATL*, which allows to express temporal modalities on paths

without simultaneously quantifying paths. ATL* therefore extends both, LTL and ATL
and is strictly more expressive than both logics. For the content of this work, we will
only consider ATL*.

Example 2.1 (ATL*). As an example for an ATL* specification, let us consider the
following formula. For three agents {a1, a2, a3}, the following formula has to hold:

〈〈a1, a2〉〉 goal

As mentioned above, relates to the next state, whereas relates to all states. With
〈〈a1, a2〉〉 we quantify paths, hence select paths on which agents a1 and a2 have a strategy
of enforcing the formula goal. Equally spoken, for the whole formula to hold, the
agent a3 must not have a counter strategy, enforcing that the formula goal does not
hold. On all of the paths, the path quantifier chooses, the subformula goal has to
hold. Let us analyze each of the paths individually. For the state where the formula
is evaluated we require no boolean constraints, but as described with , at the next
state goal has to hold. A path satisfying this subformula therefore has to have the
proposition goal in each state of the path starting at the state where is evaluated.
Summarizing the formula requires a system where agent a1 together with a2 are able to
enforce paths on which, starting at the next state, each state is labeled with goal.

4
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2.5. Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL)

2.5.1 Concurrent Game Structures

In this subsection, we look at concurrent game structures (CGS). While in Kripke struc-
tures, a state transition represents a step of a closed system, in a concurrent game
structure, a state transition corresponds to a possible step in a game between the agents
that constitute the system. Each agent in each state has the choice of doing several
moves, which will lead to different evaluations of the system. Moves of all agents (one
move per agent) are combined to move vectors, which will directly influence the next
state. The following definition is based on [AHK02].

Definition 1 (Concurrent Game Structures). A concurrent game structure is a tuple
S = (A,Q, q0, AP, l, ~M, τ) with the following components:

• A = {a1, · · · , ak}, a set of agents or players of size k.
• Q, a finite set of states, with q0 the initial state.
• AP , a finite set of atomic propositions.
• l : Q → 2AP , the labeling function, which determines a set of atomic propositions

which hold in each state.
• ~M , a set of possible move vectors. A move vector ~m is an aggregation of moves m,

where each move belongs to an agent. For each agent a ∈ {a1, · · · , ak} and each
state q ∈ Q, we denote the set of moves available as M q

a . As an upper bound on
possible moves per agent, regardless of the state, we introduce the notation Ma.
For each state q ∈ Q, the move vector ~m at q therefore is a vector 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉
such that mi ∈M q

ai
for each player ai ∈ A. We define the set ~M q as the set of all

move vectors available at a state q.
• τ , the transition function. For each state q ∈ Q and each move vector 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉

where mi ∈ M q
ai

for each player ai, the transition function determines a state
τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉) ∈ Q that results from state q, if every player ai ∈ A chooses
move mi.

Example 2.2 (Running Example For Concurrent Game Structures). We provide a
running example for concurrent game structures. Let the agents be A = {a1, a2}, the
moves per agent and state: M q0

a1 = {m1,m
′
1} and M q0

a2 = {m2}. We only outline the
behavior of the system for the first transition. All further transitions and states are just
for illustration. The transition function for state q0, therefore is τ(q0, 〈m1,m2〉) = q1
and τ(q0, 〈m′1,m2〉) = q2. We label the state qo with goal. A sketch of the system is
provided in Figure 2.1.

4

2.5.2 Alternating Transition Systems

We evaluate ATL* formulas over alternating transition systems. While in ordinary tran-
sition systems, each transition corresponds to a possible step of the system, in alternating
transition systems, each transition corresponds to a possible step in a game between the
agents that constitute the system. Each agent in each state has the choice of doing

11
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q0

start q1

q2

{goal}

τ1

τ2

τ1 := τ(q0, 〈m1,m2〉)

τ2 := τ(q0, 〈m′1,m2〉)

Figure 2.1: Example of a CGS

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

{goal}

β(ε, a1) = {{d1}, {d2}}

β(ε, a2) = {{d1, d2}}

d1 = ∅

d2 = {i1}

Figure 2.2: Example of an ATS tree

several moves, which will lead to different evaluations of the system. Moves are sets of
possible next states, therefore agents can restrict the common possible next states by
choosing moves until, in the case of all agents choosing a move, only one possible next
state is left. We obtained the following definition from [AHK98].
In the following we often build the power set of directions or states (2Q, 22Q respectively

2D22D). For these power sets we always ignore the empty set ∅. For example for Q =
{q1, q2}, the powerset is 2Q = {{q1}, {q2}, {q1, q2}} and 22Q = {{{q1}}, {{q2}}, {{q1, q2}},
{{q1}, {q2}}, {{q1}, {q1, g2}}, {{q2}, {q1, g2}}}.

Definition 2. An alternating transition system (ATS, for short) is a 5-tuple (AP,Q, l, A, τ)
with the following components:

• AP is a set of propositions.
• Q is a set of states, q0 is the initial state.
• l : Q→ 2AP , a labeling function.
• A is a set of agents.
• τ : Q × A → 22Q is a transition function that maps a state and an agent to a

nonempty set of moves, where each move is a set of possible next states. For an
agent a and a state q, we denote a move: M q

a ∈ τ(q, a). Possible next states are
limited by the set of moves, therefore the set of possible next states per agent,
we call them capabilities, can be defined as Cqa := ⋃

Mq
a∈τ(q,a)M

q
a , the union of all

his possible moves. Consequentially for a fixed agent a, a move is a subset of all
his capabilities, which is of course a subset of all generally possible next states
(M q

a ⊆ Cqa ⊆ Q). We require that the intersection of all possible moves for all

12
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agents is a singleton: For A = {a1, · · · , am}, every state q ∈ Q and one arbitrary
move for each agent: M q

ai
∈ τ(q, ai), the intersectionM q

a1∩· · ·∩M
q
am

is a singleton.

Trees of Alternating Transition Systems

Trees of alternating transition systems (ATS trees) are an extension of trees that handle
multiple agent systems and their possible behavior. We also show that every alternating
transition system has an unrolling which is an ATS tree.

Definition 3. An ATS tree is a 6-tuple (D,L, V, l, A, β), where
• D,L, V, l represent a general tree as defined in Section 2.2.
• A will be a set of agents or actors which have a possible behavior.
• β describes the possible behavior of agents: β : V × A → 22D . The behavior

function is constructed using the transition function from Definition 2. Instead of
states we talk about nodes as a history of states. Further we map to directions
instead of states, because directions are sufficient to determine the next node.
For an agent a and a node n, we denote a move: Mn

a ∈ β(n, a). Capabilities are
defined as Cna := ⋃

Mn
a ∈β(n,a)M

n
a and we require that the intersection of all possible

moves for all agents is a singleton: For A = {a1, · · · , am}, every node n ∈ V and
one arbitrary move for each agent: Mn

ai
∈ β(n, ai), the intersectionMn

a1∩· · ·∩M
n
am

is a singleton.
For the purpose of synthesis we expect an ATS tree to extend a computation tree,

hence it is the tuple T = (D = 2I , L = 2O, V, l, A, β)

Example 2.3 (Running Example For Trees of Alternating Transition Systems). We
provide a running example for an ATS tree. Let the agents be A = {a1, a2}, the behavior
per agent and state: β(ε, a1) = {{d1}, {d2}} and β(ε, a2) = {{d1, d2}}. We only outline
the behavior of the system for the first transition. All further transitions and states are
just for illustration. We label the node εd1 with goal. A sketch of the system is provided
in Figure 2.2.
We may examine if the single requirement is satisfied:

{d1} ∩ {d1, d2} = {d1}

{d2} ∩ {d1, d2} = {d2}

Additionally Ca1
ε = {d1, d2} and Ca2

ε = {d1, d2}
4

Unrolling of Alternating Transitions Systems

We present an unrolling of alternating transition systems to ATS trees.
Let us first define that the set AP of propositions can be parted into inputs I and

outputs O: I∪̇O = AP . We then split the labeling function l into li : Q → 2I and
lo : Q → 2O, such that for a state q: l(q) = li(q)∪̇lo(q). In the case of deterministic
synthesis, all successors of a state have a distinct combination of inputs, respectively

13
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there are no two successors q′ and q′′ of an arbitrary state q, such that li(q′) and li(q′′)
are equal. Further we call the power set of inputs 2I = D directions, and a node a
history of directions and the root node is called ε.

Let u : Q→ V be the unrolling of states to nodes:

ε = u(q0)

n · d = u(qi) where li(qi) ∈ D ∧
∧
a∈A

qi ∈ Cqa ∧ n = u(qi−1)

Based on this definition, a state qi unrolls to a node, which is either the root node or a
node n · d if

• the direction d leading to this node is the set of inputs li(q) and
• the state qi is a possible successor of a state qi−1 for all agents and
• the predecessor node n is the unrolling of the predecessor state qi−1

Additionally let uset : 22Q → 22V be the unrolling of elements from 22Q .

uset(S) = {{u(q) | q ∈ S′} | S′ ∈ S}

The ATS tree (D,L, V, l, A, β), based on the unrolling, is a tree such that:
• D, L, V are a general computation tree as defined in Section 2.2
• l(n) = lo(qi)∧ u(qi) = n is a labeling function, which annotates each node with its

state output variables.
• A is a set of agents as defined in Definition 2.
• β(n, a) = uset(τ(qi, a)) ∧ u(qi) = n is the behavior function as an exact unrolling

of the transition function from Definition 2.

2.5.3 ATL* Syntax

ϕ := true | false | o | ¬o | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 〈〈A′〉〉ψ

ψ := ϕ | i | ¬i | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ | ψ U ψ | ψRψ

where i ∈ I are inputs and o ∈ O are Outputs. An ATL formula 〈〈A′〉〉ψ is called basic.
For a basic formula we call the set of agents A′ ⊆ A a coalition and the formula ψ the
body of a basic formula.
In the following we define the semantics of ATL*. First based on concurrent game
structures, secondly based on trees of alternating transition systems.

2.5.4 ATL* Semantics over Concurrent Game Structures
First, we consider the Definition of ATL* Semantics over concurrent game structures
(:Definition 1). The semantics definition of ATL* is based on [AHK02].: Sec. 2.5, Page 11
For path formulas, boolean operations and proposition evaluation the ATL* semantics

is similar to LTL Section 2.3), [Pnu77] or CTL* [EH86]. Basic formulas however, are
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interpreted using the following game. Assume that we evaluate some basic formula over
a system S at a state q. The game has two parties, one party operates all agents from
the coalition of the basic formula, we call this the protagonist. The antagonist however
chooses the next transition but has to comply with the choices the protagonist made.
First the protagonist chooses moves on behalf of the agents in the coalition. Each agent
in the coalition chooses exactly one move. Secondly the antagonist chooses the next
transition, but he has to follow these rules:

1. The transition has to be possible for all agents, which are not in the coalition.
2. The direction has to comply with the moves, the coalition, hence protagonist,

chose.
That way the game generates an infinite path on which the body of the basic formula
needs to hold. In fact, since the antagonist can not be controlled, we get a set of infinite
paths based on the possible choices of the antagonist. The body of the basic formula
needs to hold on all of these infinite paths.

Formally, for a concurrent game structure we define a strategy for an agent a ∈ A as
a function that maps every nonempty finite state sequence to a move fa : Q+ → M q

a ,
where for each sequence q0 · q1 · · · qi = λ ∈ Q+, the last state is q = qi. For a set of
agents A′ ⊆ A, hence a coalition, we call a set of strategies:

FA′ := {fa | a ∈ A′}.

We call an infinite path through a CGS π : Qω and call it a play if it is the outcome
of a strategy. Based on this, the set of plays beginning in some state q, which can be
enforced using a set of strategies FA′ is defined as

plays(q, FA′) = {q0·q1 · · · | ∀i ≥ 1.qi = τ(qi, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉)∧∀aj ∈ A′.mj = fa(q0 · · · qi)}.

Therefore a path is in the set of plays(q, FA′), if all directions of this path are the result
from transitions, where the move vector matches the strategies of the coalition. Because
the transition function is a function, we can guarantee that for any coalition A′, any
strategy FA′ and any state q, there is always at least one path in the set plays(n, FA′)
Let S be a CGS. We write S, q |= ϕ for the state satisfies formula ϕ in the CGS S. If

S is clear from the context we simply write q |= ϕ. Instead of S, ε |= ϕ we sometimes
shortly write S |= ϕ.
Let π = q0 · q1 · · · ∈ Qω be an infinite path through the CGS, beginning in the state

q. For a k ∈ N, let π[k] be the k-th state of the path π. Consequently let π[0] = q0 and
π[k,∞] be the infinite suffix of π starting at the k-th state after q0: π[k] · π[k+1] · · · . We
write π |= ϕ for the path π satisfies formula ϕ.
For states q ∈ Q, outputs o ∈ O, state formulas ϕ and path formulas ψ:
• q |= ¬ϕ iff n 6|= ϕ
• q |= o iff o ∈ l(q)
• q |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff q |= ϕ1 and q |= ϕ1. Similarly for ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2
• q |= 〈〈A′〉〉ψ iff ∃FA′ .∀π ∈ plays(q, FA′). π |= ψ

For an infinite path π = q0 · q1 · · · ∈ Qω and inputs i ∈ I:
• π |= ϕ iff π[0] |= ϕ

15
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• π |= i iff i ∈ π[1] ; π |= ¬i iff i 6∈ π[1].
• π |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff π |= ψ1 and π |= ψ2. Similarly for ψ1 ∨ ψ2
• π |= ψ iff π[1,∞] |= ψ
• π |= ψ1 U ψ2 iff ∃l ∈ N : (π[l,∞] |= ψ2 ∧ ∀m ∈ [1, l − 1] : π[m,∞] |= ψ1)
• π |= ψ1Rψ2 iff (∀l ∈ N : π[l,∞] |= ψ2) ∨ (∃l ∈ N : π[l,∞] |= ψ1 ∧ ∀m ∈ [1, l] :
π[m,∞] |= ψ2)

The semantics definition is very similar to semantics definition of other temporal logics
as CTL* and LTL. In contrast to LTL or CTL*, we quantify over strategies of agents,
hence a path formula ψ is satisfied iff all plays starting in q satisfy ψ. Also note that
input satisfaction is shifted, in other words inputs are satisfied if the path reaches the
next node with this input, not if the input was chosen to reach the current node.

2.5.5 ATL* Semantics over Alternating Transition-system Trees

Since trees are a better fit to the problem of synthesis, we define the semantics of
ATL* over trees, especially trees of alternating transition systems (:Definition 3) instead: Sec. 2.5, Page 13
of alternating transition systems. As a tree of an alternating transition system (ATS
tree) is the unraveling of an ATS, the definition also follows [AHK98]. The intuition of
considering a basic formula as a game between the agent is analogue to Subsection 2.5.4.
Formally, for an ATS tree we define a strategy for an agent a ∈ A as fa : V → 2D.
For each given node n, hence history of directions, the strategy fa(n) chooses a move
Mn
a ∈ β(n, a). The strategy for player a therefore induces plays that player a can enforce.

For a set of agents A′ ⊆ A, hence a coalition, we call a set of strategies:

FA′ := {fa | a ∈ A′}.

The set of capabilities of a set of agents A′ ⊆ A is defined as

CA′n =
⋂
a∈A′
Can.

We define an infinite path through such a tree as π : Dω and call it a play if it is the
outcome of a set of strategies FA′ . Based on this, the set of plays beginning in some
node n, which can be enforced using a strategy FA′ is defined as

plays(n, FA′) = {nd1 · · · | ∀i ≥ 1.di ∈ CA\A
′

n···di−1
∧ ∀fa ∈ FA′ .di ∈ fa(n · · · di−1).

Accordingly to this formula, a path is in the set of plays(n, FA′), if all directions of this
path are in the strategy of the coalition and all agents not in the coalition, are capable
of following in the same direction. As a result of the singleton requirement, we can
guarantee that for any coalition A′, any strategy FA′ and any node n, there is always at
least one path in the set plays(n, FA′).
Let S be an ATS tree. We write S, n |= ϕ for the node satisfies formula ϕ in the

tree S. If S is clear from the context we simply write n |= ϕ. Instead of S, ε |= ϕ we
sometimes shortly write S |= ϕ.
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Let π ∈ V ω be an infinite path through the ATS tree, starting in the node n. For a
k ∈ N and i directions leading to node n , let π[k] be the (i+ k)-th direction of the path
π, respectively the k-th direction after n. Consequently let π[0] = n and π[k,∞] be the
infinite suffix of π starting at the k-th direction after n: π[k] ·π[k+1] · · · . We write π |= ϕ
for the path π satisfies formula ϕ.
The following satisfaction relation is very similar to the satisfaction relation using

alternating transition systems (Subsection 2.5.4). Instead of states we consider nodes
and of course we use the newly defined formula describing plays.
For nodes n ∈ V , outputs o ∈ O, state formulas ϕ and path formula ψ:
• n |= ¬ϕ iff n 6|= ϕ
• n |= o iff o ∈ l(n)
• n |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff n |= ϕ1 and n |= ϕ1. Similarly for ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2
• n |= 〈〈A′〉〉ψ iff ∃FA′ .∀π ∈ plays(n, FA′). π |= ψ

For a path π ∈ V ω:
• π |= ϕ iff π[0] |= ϕ
• π |= i iff i ∈ π[1] ; π |= ¬i iff i 6∈ π[1].
• π |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff π |= ψ1 and π |= ψ2. Similarly for ψ1 ∨ ψ2
• π |= ψ iff π[1,∞] |= ψ
• π |= ψ1 U ψ2 iff ∃l ∈ N : (π[l,∞] |= ψ2 ∧ ∀m ∈ [1, l − 1] : π[m,∞] |= ψ1)

2.5.6 Alternating Transition Systems vs. Concurrent Game Structures
In this section we analyze the differences between alternating transition systems and
concurrent game structures. Both are structures used to construct models for ATL*
specifications and can be used to evaluate ATL* specifications. Alternating transition
systems are an extension of transition systems with alternating branching semantics.
In alternating transition systems, the choices of players influence the behavior of the
system in the following way. A coalition of agents determine a set of possible next
states, by choosing a set of states for each agent, which then get intersected. Assuming
that all agents choose a set of possible next states the successor state is determined,
if not, all possible successor states have to be considered equally. Concurrent game
structures however extend Kripke structures, such that they allow choices of players,
that influence the behavior of the system similar to alternating transition systems. in
comparison to alternating transition systems, in concurrent game structures the authors
extracted the alternating characteristic from the transition function into move vectors.
Instead of choosing sets of possible successor states, the agents choose moves, which get
combined to move vectors. In the transition function, each move vector may project to
a different successor state. In the case of multiple possible move vectors, hence not all
agents choosing moves, all transitions having one of these move vectors and consequently
all states consulting these transitions, have to be considered equally.
Concurrent Game Structures are a better fit to the synthesis problem, since they can

be trees, as we will show in : Subsection 3.1.2. Alternating transition systems can not : Sec. 3.1, Page 20
be trees, which is the reason, that we defined ATS trees as the unrolling of alternating
transition systems.
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Chapter 3
Reduction from Concurrent Game
Structures

The approach in this chapter is based on concurrent game structures. We show how
concurrent game structures are transformed into computation trees, while additional
propositions and (Hyper-)LTL formulas guarantee the correctness of of the computation
tree. Finally, we replace parts of the ATL* formula such that we obtain a pure LTL
formula that depicts, in combination with the added LTL formulas and a small HyperLTL
formula, the new (Hyper-)LTL specification. This LTL specification is realizable if and
only if the ATL* specification is realizable.

We structure this chapter into two parts. In the first part, we transform concurrent
game structures into so called explicit models. We call a concurrent game structure an
explicit model of a specification if the model indicates its satisfaction, more precise, the
satisfaction of its path formulas. This part is mostly based on [Sch08]. In the second
part we adapt the findings of the first part to our goal, finding a reduction from ATL*
synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis. Mostly, we explain which propositions and formulas
are necessary, to transform explicit models to regular computation trees.

3.1 From Models to Explicit Models

In [Sch08] it is shown that the synthesis of ATL* is 2EXPTIME-complete by constructing
an automaton, which is testing only a particular set of models. This particular set of
models is called explicit model. An explicit model has the potential satisfaction of path
formulas encoded as propositions. To check whether these so called encoded witnesses
actually satisfy a path formula, is much easier than checking the basic formula (an
ATL* formula starting with a path quantifier) directly. In fact, for synthesis, we do not
need ATL* as a specification language. Using only explicit models, LTL is sufficient.
Additionally, checking whether a model is an explicit model is theoretically possible in
LTL plus a small HyperLTL part as well. Since explicit models are already trees, it
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is, in comparison to general concurrent game structures, relatively easy to construct
computation trees from explicit models. This is helpful for the second part of this
chapter, where we need computation trees as models of LTL specifications.

3.1.1 From Models to Basic Models

As a first step, we introduce propositions for each basic subformula in an ATL* specifi-
cation. Let ϕ be an arbitrary ATL* formula, Bϕ the set of basic subformulas in ϕ, and
Bϕid = {b | ϕb ∈ Bϕ}. We call a model S = (A,Q, q0, AP ] Bϕid, l, ~M, τ) |= ϕ basic if,
for all basic subformulas ϕb ∈ Bϕ, every state, which satisfies ϕb is labeled with b.

Lemma 3.1 ([Sch08]). An ATL* formula is satisfiable iff it has a basic model.

3.1.2 From (Basic) Models to Tree Models

For the following steps, we need the concurrent game structure to be a tree. Let S =
(A,Q, q0, AP, l, ~M, τ) be a CGS. Let ~M to be a set of move vectors as defined for the
concurrent game structure in : Subsection 2.5.1. S is called a concurrent game tree,: Sec. 2.5, Page 11
if Q = ( ~M)∗, q0 = ε and τ(q, d) = s · d. As shown in [Sch08], we are able to create
a concurrent game tree for each concurrent game structure. We call this procedure
unraveling: Let Su = (A, ( ~M)∗, ε, AP, l ◦ u, ~M, τ : s · d) be the concurrent game tree,
where the unraveling function u : ( ~M)∗ → Q is defined recursively: u(ε) = q0 and
u(n) = q′ ⇒ u(n · d) = τ(q′, d).

Lemma 3.2 ([Sch08]). A concurrent game structure S is a (basic) model of a specifica-
tion ϕ if and only if its unraveling Su is a (basic) model of ϕ.

Example 3.3 (Concurrent Game Trees). As an example we use the running example
from Figure 3.2a. We unravel the outgoing transitions of the state q0. The concurrent
game tree therefore starts with the node ε. The directions are based on the transition
function from the concurrent game structure, hence the move vectors 〈m1,m2〉 and
〈m′1,m2〉. According to this, the state q1 unravels to the node εd1. A visualization is
given in Figure 3.2b. 4

3.1.3 From Tree Models to Widened Tree Models

For a concurrent game tree S = (A,Q, q0, AP, l, ~M, τ), we construct a widened tree
Sw = (A, ( ~M ′)∗, q0, AP, l ◦ h, ~M ′, τ ′), where ~M ′ = ~M × {new, cont}, h : ( ~M ′)∗ → ( ~M)∗
is a hiding function which removes {new, cont} from a trace, and τ ′(q, d) = s · d is the
usual transition function. The widening is constructed to ensure that different witness
strategies do not overlap, which is necessary to encode witness strategies in a finite
amount of propositions per state.
Let us explain, how and why this widening allows us to encode an infinite amount of

witnesses into the concurrent game tree. We encode witnesses state wise, therefore the
goal is to have a finite amount of witnesses in each state.
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x x x x

(a) A (single-branching) computation tree before the widening

x x x x
cont

x

new

cont

x

new

cont

x

new

(b) The (single-branching) computation tree after the widening

Figure 3.1: A schematic example for the widening

Assume that there are only two witnesses per agent, basic formula and state. We
demonstrate a technique such that using this technique the widened tree using the bound
of two is not more restricted than the original tree with no bound: We split the directions
of each state into two halves, one with directions including the cont parameter, one
including the new parameter . We call the first half continue directions, the second half
new directions. Whenever we are at the start of an evaluation of a basic formula ϕb, hence
a state which is labeled with b, we first go into a new direction, after that, hence whenever
we are just traversing a state, we use the continue direction. Using this technique, in
each state are at most two different witnesses per basic formula. One which is starting at
that state and one which is traversing the state. Consider for Example Figure 3.1, which
displays a (single-branching) computation tree in which 〈〈a〉〉 x holds. In Figure 3.1a,
we would need to label a node in the infinite future, with infinitely many witnesses as
they summarize for each node. In Figure 3.1b, however, due to the widening, by taking
new after instancing a new witness and cont for continuation, only two witnesses exist
in each node.

Lemma 3.4 ([Sch08]). A concurrent game structure is a (basic) model of a specification
ϕ if and only if its boolean widening is a (basic) model of ϕ.

Example 3.5 (Widening of a Concurrent Game Tree). In this example, we illustrate the
widening of a concurrent game tree. Since we perform a boolean widening of the tree,
each direction gets duplicated. We differentiate both, using {new, cont}. Each direction
is a tuple of a move vector and new or cont. We denote that the first two directions
originate from d1, while the last both directions originate from d2 of the not widened
concurrent game tree. 4

3.1.4 From Widened Tree Models to Explicit Models

In this section, we introduce several rules, which make a model an explicit model. If the
following rules apply to an explicit model, we call it well-formed.
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q0

start q1

q2

{goal}

τ1

τ2

τ1 := τ(q0, 〈m1,m2〉)

τ2 := τ(q0, 〈m′1,m2〉)

(a) A concurrent game
structure.

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

{goal}

d1 = 〈m1,m2〉

d2 = 〈m′1,m2〉

(b) A concurrent
game tree.

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d4

{goal}

d1 = (〈m1,m2〉, new), d2 = (· · · , cont)

d3 = (〈m′1,m2〉, new), d4 = (· · · , cont)

(c) The widening of a concurrent game tree

Figure 3.2: A concurrent game structure, its tree and widening.

Let for every basic subformula ϕb ∈ Bϕ, agents(b) the coalition of the basic sub-
formula. With agents(¬b), we extract the complementary coalition: agents(¬b) =
A \ agents(b), assuming A is the set of all agents.
Let us introduce an agent renumbering eb : A→ A for each basic subformula, with k

the number of all agents. We then rearrange the agents according to their coalitions in the
basic subformula. Let j : 1 ≤ j ≤ k, the number of agents in the coalition | agents(b) |=
j. For each basic subformula ϕb, we introduce the function eb : {1, · · · k} → {1, · · · , k},
where we project the rearranged indexed to the original index. Therefore, the set of
agents in the coalition are denoted as {aeb(i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ j}, all agents not in the coalition
are in the set: {aeb(i) | j + 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.

Additionally we introduce new propositions Eϕ = {(b, new), (b, cont), (¬b, new),
(¬b, cont) | ϕb ∈ Bϕ}.
We call a concurrent game structure well-formed if for all basic subformulas, it satisfies

the following requirements. For readability we omit b of the function e.
• ρb−new := ∀q ∈ Q. b ∈ l(q)→

∃me(1) ∈M q
ae(1)
· · · ∃me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∀me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∀me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(b, new) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
• ρnew−cont := ∀q ∈ Q. (b, new) ∈ l(q)→

∃me(1) ∈M q
ae(1)
· · · ∃me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∀me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∀me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(b, cont) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
• ρcont−cont := ∀q ∈ Q. (b, cont) ∈ l(q)→

∃me(1) ∈M q
ae(1)
· · · ∃me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∀me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∀me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(b, cont) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
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• ρnot(b−new) := ∀q ∈ Q. b 6∈ l(q)→
∀me(1) ∈M q

ae(1)
· · · ∀me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∃me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∃me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(¬b, new) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
• ρnot(new−cont) := ∀q ∈ Q. (¬b, new) ∈ l(q)→

∀me(1) ∈M q
ae(1)
· · · ∀me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∃me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∃me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(¬b, cont) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
• ρnot(cont−cont) := ∀q ∈ Q. (¬b, cont) ∈ l(q)→

∀me(1) ∈M q
ae(1)
· · · ∀me(j) ∈M q

ae(j)
. ∃me(j+1) ∈M q

ae(j+1)
· · · ∃me(k) ∈M q

ae(k)
.

(¬b, cont) ∈ l(τ(q, 〈m1, · · · ,mk〉))
Using these requirements, we implicitly enforce an encoding of witness strategies and

witness counter strategies. For explanation, let us analyze the first requirement ρb−new:
In each state which is marked with the proposition indicating a basic formula b, we
require that some of the successor states are labeled with (b, new). Which successor
states are intended, is specified in the second line through the move vector. Each agent
contributes one move to the move vector. The move vector then determines the transi-
tion. For the agents in the coalition (ae(1) to ae(j)) there has to be some move per agent,
whereas for all other agents (ae(j+1) to ae(k)) we take each of their moves. By quantify-
ing the moves of the agent, the move vectors and therefore the transitions are quantified
indirectly. Concluded, a successor state is labeled if it can be reached by some move per
agent from the coalition, but each move from all other agents. The other requirements
are similar, for counter strategies we require the opposite move quantification. Assuming
that the proposition b indicates the state where the path formula will be evaluated, these
requirements enforce the implicit encoding of plays into the system. We introduced the
requirement that each witness chooses the new proposition in its first step, to ensure
that only two propositions are sufficient to encode all possible witnesses.
The following formula describes how to extract the plays or witnesses from the system.

For a basic formula ϕb ∈ Bϕ, we call a set of traces witness(q, b) = {qq1q2q3 · · · | b ∈
l(q), (b, new) ∈ l(q1),∀i ≥ 2. (b, cont) ∈ l(qi)} a witness of the satisfaction of ϕb. Anal-
ogously, witness(q,¬b) = {qq1q2q3 · · · | b 6∈ l(q), (¬b, new) ∈ l(q1),∀i ≥ 2. (¬b, cont) ∈
l(qi)} a witness of the not-satisfaction of ϕb.
We call a model an explicit model S = (A, ( ~M ′)∗, q0, AP ] Bϕid ] Eϕ, l ◦ h, ~M ′, τ ′) of

an ATL* formula ϕ, if the explicit witnesses of all basic subformulas are contained in
the set of paths that satisfy ϕb and ¬ϕb respectively.
Lemma 3.6 ([Sch08]). Given a concurrent game tree S that is a basic model of an ATL*
formula ϕ and a set of witness strategies for S, we can construct an explicit model of ϕ.

Example 3.7 (Explicit Models). In this example, we sketch, how a concurrent game
tree becomes well-formed. Let us only consider the root node. First, we label the root
node with the proposition b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, which indicats the evaluation start of the basic
formula 〈〈a1〉〉 goal. A sketch of this figure can be found in Figure 3.3a. To be well
formed, in this example, the first line of the well-formedness requirements is important.
Concerning the basic formula 〈〈a1〉〉 goal, and state q0 of our example, this reduces to

∃m ∈ {m1,m
′
1}. ∀m′ ∈ {m2}. (b, new) ∈ l(τ(q0, 〈m,m′〉)).
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3. Reduction from Concurrent Game Structures

We therefore choose to label the node εd2 with the proposition (b, new), such that
the formula above is satisfied and the system is well-formed. Note that, because of the
hiding function, we cannot distinguish between εd1 and εd2. Labeling εd1 or εd2 or
both, makes no actual difference. The same holds for εd3 and εd4. Additionally to be
well-formed, the successor of εd1 and εd2 have to be partly labeled with (b, cont) and so
on. For this example, we only implied these labels and future of the tree.
In Figure 3.3b, you can see the well-formed concurrent game structure with marked

witnesses. The witness is extracted from the structure using this formula: witness(q, b) =
{qq1q2q3 · · · | b ∈ l(q), (b, new) ∈ l(q1),∀i ≥ 2. (b, cont) ∈ l(qi)}. For the thick green paths
this formula holds, hence these are witnesses for the formula 〈〈a1〉〉 goal. Consequently
the shown concurrent game structure is an explicit model of 〈〈a1〉〉 goal. 4

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d4

{(b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, cont)}

{goal}

{goal, (b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, new)}

{b〈〈a1〉〉 goal}

d1 = (〈m1,m2〉, · · · ), d2 = (〈m1,m2〉, · · · )

d3 = (〈m′1,m2〉, · · · ), d4 = (〈m′1,m2〉, · · · )

(a) A well-formed concurrent game tree.

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d3

{(b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, cont)}

{goal}

{goal, (b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, new)}

{b〈〈a1〉〉 goal}

d1 = (〈m1,m2〉, · · · ), d2 = (〈m1,m2〉, · · · )

d3 = (〈m′1,m2〉, · · · ), d4 = (〈m′1,m2〉, · · · )

(b) A concurrent game tree with marked wit-
nesses.

Figure 3.3: An explicit model of the formula 〈〈a1〉〉 © goal.

3.1.5 Realizability of Explicit models
We use the results of [Sch08] to argue that each ATL* specification is realizable using
only explicit models.
Theorem 3.8 ([Sch08]). A specification has an explicit model if and only if it has a
model.
As a direct result of Theorem 3.8 we conclude that every specification, which is realiz-

able, is also realizable if we limit ourself to only explicit models. Also, each specification
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3.2. ATL* Reduction

which is realizable by an explicit model, can also be realized by a general concurrent
game structure.

3.2 ATL* Reduction

We now use the findings of [Sch08], explained in the previous Section 3.1, to reduce ATL*
synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis. As it turns out, after some additions to explicit
models, an LTL formula plus a small HyperLTL part is sufficient to test whether such a
model satisfies an ATL* specification. Additionally, we are able to test whether a model
is an explicit model using only LTL as well. Consequently, we show that the constructed
(Hyper-)LTL formula is realizable if and only if the ATL* specification is realizable.

As already mentioned, the goal is to construct a (Hyper-)LTL formula which is suf-
ficient to synthesize an ATL* specification. (Hyper-)LTL synthesis however constructs
a trace model as result of the synthesis algorithm, for ATL* synthesis we require the
model to be a concurrent game structure, more precisely w.l.o.g. an explicit model. As
the trace semantics of LTL and HyperLTL can be easily transformed into computation
trees as shown in Subsection 2.3.2, we show how an explicit model can be transformed
into a computation tree.
In contrary to concurrent game trees, a computation tree is spanned by input variables,

not move vectors. As a transformation, we use a mapping from move vectors to sets
of input variables. Further, we encode the membership of moves in a move vector, to
be able to specify requirements concerning specific moves. At this point we also need
to make sure that only one move per agent is part of a move vector. We call this
contribution requirement because it requires that each agent contributes to the move
vector, hence the decision which state is next. Finally, we construct LTL formulas for
the well-formedness criteria and the satisfaction of basic formulas. All of this will be
assembled to one LTL specification with a small HyperLTL part, which then solves the
synthesis problem for ATL*.

3.2.1 Encoding Inputs

We introduce a proposition to encode a mapping from trees, spanned over move vectors,
to trees spanned over input variables. Having the mapping implemented we are able
to span the concurrent game trees over input variables instead of move vectors. As
described in : Subsection 3.1.3, the concurrent game tree is widened. This is solved by : Sec. 3.1, Page 20
introducing an additional input variable inew. However, this input variable will only be
used to span the tree. We will not use the new input variable as part of the mapping,
such that it makes it impossible to distinguish directions with or without the input
variable inew. Consequently, whenever we will talk about a set of inputs I, this does not
include the new input variable: inew 6∈ I. However, this is not sufficient to implement
the hiding function, as we will show in Subsection 3.2.3.
We add the new proposition to every node q of the computation tree.
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ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d4

{goal}

d1 = (〈m1,m2〉, new), d2 = (· · · , cont)

d3 = (〈m′1,m2〉, new), d4 = (· · · , cont)

(a) A widened concurrent game tree.

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d4

{goal}

{propinput(〈m′1,m2〉, i1)}

d1 = ∅, d2 = {i2}

d3 = {i1}, d4 = {i1, i2}

(b) A widened concurrent game tree, spanned
by inputs.

Figure 3.4: A concurrent game tree spanned by moves vectors versus inputs.

• propinput(~m, i), for every ~m ∈ ~M q and i ∈ I. Then

propinput(~m, i) if and only if i belongs to ~m

Example 3.9 (Introducing Inputs). In this example, we illustrate how concurrent game
trees are transformed to trees, which are spanned by inputs, not move vectors. We
first introduce input variable i1, which for the state q0 differentiates the move vectors
〈m1,m2〉 and 〈m′1,m2〉. Going into a direction marked with 〈m1,m2〉 is equal to setting
¬i1, going towards 〈m′1,m2〉 is equal to setting i1. Secondly, we introduce a second input
variable i2. This input variable is not considered in the introduced propositions as its
only purpose is to widen the tree. As required by the hiding function it is not possible
to distinguish between between the directions ∅ and {i2}, respectively {i1} and {i1, i2}.
A visualization is given in Figure 3.4. 4

Following Move Vectors

In the case of synthesis, we can assume that input values are set by the synthesizer.
Further we can assume that the synthesizer sets each combination of input values at
some point. Following the idea presented in [BSK17], we react to the input values set
by the synthesizer to recognize the direction / move vector which is currently selected.
While in LTL it is regularly only possible to select all traces, hence paths, this trick
makes it possible to select certain paths from a computation tree using LTL and in
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3.2. ATL* Reduction

consequence require different conditions on these paths. We call this following a move
vector.

We are able to decide whether we follow a certain move vector ~m through this formula:

ϕfollow(~m) :=
∧
i∈I

propinput(~m, i) = i

Example 3.10 (Following Move Vectors). As the input variables are set by the synthe-
sizer, we assume for this example i1 = true, i2 = true. For the move vector 〈m1,m2〉 we
get the following:∧

i∈I
propinput(〈m1,m2〉, i) = i ≡ propinput(〈m1,m2〉, i1) = i1

≡ false = true ≡ false

Whereas for the move vector 〈m′1,m2〉 we get:∧
i∈I

propinput(〈m1,m2〉, i) = i ≡ propinput(〈m1,m2〉, i1) = i1

≡ true = true ≡ true

Therefore, we know that we are following the move vector 〈m1,m2〉.
Note that we did not consider the input variable i2 at all. The reason for this is that

we defined i2 to be the additionally added input variable which only purpose is to widen
the concurrent game tree. 4

3.2.2 Encoding Moves

We encode the set of available moves per agent and state, as well as the membership of
moves in a move vector through similar propositions as in Subsection 3.2.1. For every
state q we introduce:

• propmove(m, a), for every possible move m and a ∈ A. Then

propmove(m, a) if and only if m ∈M q
a

• propmoveV ec(~m,m), for every ~m ∈ ~M , a ∈ A = {a1, · · · , ak} and m ∈M q
a . Then

propmoveV ec(〈m1, · · · ,mk〉,m) if and only if ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , k}.mi ∈Mn
ai

Example 3.11 (Introducing Propositions for Moves and Move Vectors). We give an
example of the labeling regarding moves and move vectors of the node q0 from our
running example in Figure 3.5. With propmove(m, a), we encode the belonging of moves
to agents. In our example m1 and m′1 belong to a1 and m2 belongs to a2. Further, we
encode which moves belong to which move vectors. 4
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ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d4

d1 = ∅, d2 = {i2}, d3 = {i1}, d4 = {i1, i2}

{goal}
{· · · ,propmove(m1, a1),

propmove(m′1, a1)

propmove(m2, a2)

propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m1),

propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m2),

propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m′1),

propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m2)}

Figure 3.5: A concurrent game tree with proposition for moves and move vectors

Contribution Requirement

As mentioned, we require that each agent contributes exactly one move to a move vector.
We test this condition with the following formula:

∀q ∈ Q.∀~m ∈ ~M. ∀a ∈ A.∃mi ∈M q
ai
. ∀m′i ∈M q

ai
. (m′i ∈ ~m↔ mi = m′i)

We are able to translate this directly into LTL:

ϕcontr :=
∧
~m∈ ~M

∧
a∈A

∨
m∈Ma

∧
m′∈Ma

propmove(m, a) ∧ propmove(m′, a)→

(propmoveV ec(~m,m′)↔ m = m′)

We define m = m′ in LTL as the bitwise comparison of m and m′.

Example 3.12 (Contribution Requirement). For a better understanding of the contribu-
tion requirement, assume that the propositions propmoveV ec(〈m1,m

′
1〉,m1) and

propmoveV ec(〈m1,m
′
1〉,m′1) hold. Since we defined propmove(m1, a1) and propmove(m1, a1)

as seen in Figure 3.5, according to ϕcontr , m1 has to be equal to m′1, which is not the
case since they produce different behavior. Consequently, it is not possible that both
propositions hold. 4

3.2.3 Behavior Equality
Before we introduce witnesses, we implement the second part of the hiding function
from : Subsection 3.1.3. As mentioned before, the first part of implementing the hiding: Sec. 3.1, Page 20
function is done by hiding the new input inew from the propositions. Nevertheless The
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LTL synthesizer still uses the new input variable for the branching, hence given two
directions, which are equivalent under the hiding function are leading to two different
nodes. Besides the fact that, based on the propositions, we do not know which direction
was used to get to these nodes, we still are in different nodes, which may lead to a different
evaluation of the formula. Because of this, we introduce behavior equality. Two traces
are behavior equal, if all propositions in each state, besides witnesses, are equal. We
introduce a small HyperLTL formula, which enforces behavior equality between widened
traces, hence traces, which have, up to the new input variable, the same input sequences.
That way, we do not really hide the new input variable, but enforce the same behavior
on traces which originated from a single trace.

Let I be the set of input variables without the newly introduced proposition. Let
the set AP \ witness, be the set of all atomic proposition we introduced up to this
section. AP \witness = {propinput(~m, i) | ~m ∈ ~M, i ∈ I}∪{propmove(m, a) | a ∈ A,m ∈
Ma} ∪ {propmoveV ec(~m,m) | ~m ∈ ~M, a ∈ A,m ∈Ma}.

ϕbehavior−equal = ∀π, π′. ((
∧
i∈I

iπ ↔ iπ′)→ (
∧

ap∈AP\witness
apπ ↔ apπ′))

3.2.4 Well-Formedness
In this section, we implement the well-formedness formulas from : Subsection 3.1.4 in : Sec. 3.1, Page 21
LTL. These formulas indirectly mark the witnesses of satisfaction for each basic formula.
We consider three parts of the well-formedness formulas independently. Firstly, some

of the moves be universally quantified, secondly some moves are quantified existentially.
The third part is implementing the transition function.
We first look at the part of universally and existentially quantified moves. Let
{a1, · · · , aj} be a subset of the agents {a1, · · · , ak}. We construct the following for-
mula in LTL:

ϕ∀moves(a1, · · · , aj) :=
∧

m1∈M
...

mj∈M

propmove(m1, a1) ∧ · · · ∧ propmove(mj , aj)

ϕ∃moves(a1, · · · , aj) :=
∨

m1∈M
...

mj∈M

propmove(m1, a1) ∧ · · · ∧ propmove(mj , aj)

The next formula is constructed to implicitly encode transitions of concurrent game
structures into computation trees. Let x be some proposition and m1, · · · ,mk be moves
by the agents 1, · · · , k respectively. First, we detect which move vector leads to the next
state, by comparing move vectors and input variables set by the synthesizer. We use
the formula ϕfollow combined with the disjunction to detect the correct move vector.
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Further, we test if the detected move vector matches the chosen moves of the agents.
Whenever this is the case, the next state has to have a specific label x. As defined in
:Subsection 3.1.3, a hiding function is applied to the labeling function, hence as next: Sec. 3.1, Page 20
states we do not consider all next states but one of two states: One state, we reached
using the fresh introduced input variable inew, one state without. As a parameter for
this distinction, we take a placeholder variable new, on which boolean value we decide,
whether we consider a direction with or without inew.

ϕtrans(x,m1, · · · ,mk, new) :=∧
~m∈ ~M

(ϕfollow(~m) ∧ propmoveV ec(~m,m1) ∧ · · · ∧ propmoveV ec(~m,mk))∧

new = inew → x

Based on these subformulas we are able to construct all the well-formedness constraints
from : Subsection 3.1.4 . As before, we use the renumbering eb for a basic subformula: Sec. 3.1, Page 21
ϕb of ϕ. Please note that the moves m1 · · ·mk are quantified in ϕ∃moves respectively
ϕ∀moves. As explained in :Subsection 3.1.3, we use the presented technique to decide: Sec. 3.1, Page 20
whether the next state we will label, is reached through a continue direction or new
direction.

• (b→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j)) ∧ ϕ∀moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k))→
ϕtrans((b, new),m1, · · · ,mk, true))

• ((b, new)→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j)) ∧ ϕ∀moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k))→
ϕtrans((b, cont),m1, · · · ,mk, false))

• ((b, cont)→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j)) ∧ ϕ∀moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k))→
ϕtrans((b, cont),m1, · · · ,mk, false))

• (¬b→ ϕ∀moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j))→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k)) ∧
ϕtrans((¬b, new),m1, · · · ,mk, true))

• ((¬b, new)→ ϕ∀moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j))→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k)) ∧
ϕtrans((¬b, cont),m1, · · · ,mk, false))

• ((¬b, cont)→ ϕ∀moves(aeb(1), · · · , aeb(j))→ ϕ∃moves(aeb(j+1), · · · , aeb(k)) ∧
ϕtrans((¬b, cont),m1, · · · ,mk, false))

We denote the conjunction of all these formulas with ϕwell−formed(b).

Example 3.13 (Well-formedness Using Propositions). In Figure 3.6, we repeated the
illustration from our running example with some of the propositions we added since
now. We argue, why this tree is well-formed according to the LTL definition of well-
formedness. As before in :Example 3.7, we consider only the first line of the well-: Sec. 3.1, Page 23
formedness requirement. For the basic formula 〈〈a1〉〉 goal and the state q0 in our
example, where b〈〈a1〉〉 goal directly holds, this transforms to
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(propmove(m1, a1) ∧ propmove(m2, a2))→ (

(ϕfollow(〈m1,m2〉) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m1) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m2))∧

inew → b〈〈a1〉〉 goal)∧

(ϕfollow(〈m′1,m2〉) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m1) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m2))∧

inew → b〈〈a1〉〉 goal)

) ∨ (propmove(m′1, a1) ∧ propmove(m2, a2))→ (

(ϕfollow(〈m1,m2〉) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m′1) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m2))∧

inew → b〈〈a1〉〉 goal)∧

(ϕfollow(〈m′1,m2〉) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m′1) ∧ propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m2))∧

inew → b〈〈a1〉〉 goal)

)

This formula consists of two parts. First and second half originate from quantification
of moves, hence the disjunction of a moves from agent a1 and the conjunction of moves
from agent a2 (which is only a single one, hence no conjunction). Inside these halves,
the formula consists of two parts respectively which originate from the conjunction of
possible move vectors. Inside that we have the instances of the formula ϕtrans.
Testing this formula on Figure 3.6, we find out that the concurrent game tree is well-

formed.
4

3.2.5 Path Satisfaction
In this section, we implement the witness recognition and path satisfaction.
We first create a formula, which is recognizing witnesses in the explicit model. Let ϕb

be a subformula of the ATL* formula ϕ, where b is the indicator for this subformula.

ϕwitness(b) := b ∧ ((b, new) (b, cont))

ϕcwitness(b) := ¬b ∧ ((¬b, new) (¬b, cont))

Given an ATL* formula ϕ, we can replace all basic subformulas ϕb of ϕ with the propo-
sition b. We denote the modified formula ϕ′. Consequently, let ϕb the subformula,
where each basic subformula in ϕb is replaced in the same way. The satisfaction of path
formulas is defined as follow:
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Figure 3.6: A well-formed concurrent game tree with move and move vector propositions.

ϕsatisfaction(ϕb) := (ϕwitness(b)→ ϕ′b) ∧ (ϕcwitness(b)→ ¬ϕ′b)

Example 3.14 (Explicit Models Using Propositions). In this example, we repeat the
well-formed concurrent game tree with move and move vector propositions (Figure 3.6),
but analyze witnesses and path satisfaction. A path that is a witness has to start with
b, in the case of our example b〈〈a1〉〉 goal. Then for the next state (b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, new)
and for all further states (b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, cont). We illustrated witness paths in Figure 3.7.
For our example, we only analyzed the first and second state. For further states, we
assumed that the witness path continues correctly. Shown in Figure 3.14, we marked
the witnesses with thick green.
Further, accordingly to the formula ϕsatisfaction we can test if on all of the witnesses,

the body of the basic formula holds. For our example, the formula was 〈〈a1〉〉 goal,
hence the body is goal. As you can see, this holds on all witnesses.

Notice that the witness and consequently the satisfaction formula is not enforced on
the path ε · d1 · · · , despite that both originated from the same move vector. Having dif-
ferent satisfaction criteria on these branches, may lead to systems realizing unrealizable
specifications, which is of course a contradiction. That is the reason, we introduced the
HyperLTL formula in Subsection 3.2.3, enforcing behavior equality on such branches.
From a synthesis view, the goal is to find the correct system, hence finding propositions,
such that the satisfaction formula is satisfied. The HyperLTL formula enforces, that
each setting of propositions (move vectors, moves and regular propositions), resulting
from satisfying the satisfaction formula in one of the branches, also have to be set on
the behavior equivalent branch. For our example this means, despite that witnesses are
only marked in branch ε · d2 · · · , node εd1 also has to have the proposition goal. 4
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ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

εd3

d3

εd4

d3

{(b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, cont)}

{goal}

{goal, (b〈〈a1〉〉 goal, new)} {b〈〈a1〉〉 goal,

propmove(m1, a1),

propmove(m′1, a1)

propmove(m2, a2)

propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m1),

propmoveV ec(〈m1,m2〉,m2),

propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m′1),

propmoveV ec(〈m′1,m2〉,m2)}

d1 = ∅, d2 = {i2}, d3 = {i1}, d4 = {i1, i2}

Figure 3.7: A well-formed concurrent game tree with move and move vector propositions
and recognized witnesses.

3.2.6 Complete LTL Formula
Let ϕ be some ATL* formula, let Bϕ be the set of all basic subformulas in the formula
ϕ. We denote a basic subformula as ϕb ∈ Bϕ, where b is a unique identifier for this
subformula. As mentioned before, given an ATL* formula ϕ we can replace all basic
subformulas ϕb of ϕ with the proposition b. We denote the modified formula ϕ′.

ϕbehavior−equal ∧ ϕcontr ∧ ϕ′ ∧
∧

ϕb∈Bϕ

ϕwell−formed(b) ∧ ϕsatisfaction(ϕb)

3.2.7 Complexity of the Constructed Formula
We analyze the complexity of the new formula in comparison to the ATL* formula.
Let us first look at the HyperLTL formula ϕbehavior−equal . For this kind of formula

the bounded synthesis of HyperLTL has a quadratic blowup [Fin+18] in comparison
to LTL synthesis. Let us analyze the length of this formula. The length is depen-
dent on the number of propositions we compare. For propinput(~m, i), we get for all
combinations of move vectors ~m and inputs i, O(|I| × 2|I|) propositions to compare.
For propmove(m, a), we get for all combinations of moves m and agents a, O(2|I| × |A|)
propositions. For propmoveV ec(~m,m), we get for the combinations of move vectors ~m and
moves m, O(2|I| × |A| × 2|I|). For the whole formula we are in O(22×|I| × |A|) proposi-
tions, hence the length of the formula.
Secondly we analyze the subformula ϕcontr . Based on the con- and disjunction in this

formula, the length of ϕcontr has the following complexity: O(
∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣× |A| × |Ma| × |Ma|),
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3. Reduction from Concurrent Game Structures

where Ma is the number of moves of some agent a ∈ A. For the worst case, we have to
consider that each agent may have ~M moves: O(

∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣× |A| × ∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣× ∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣). Since we are
allowed to assume that the number of move vectors equals the number of directions, the
length of the formula ϕcontr is O(23×|I| × |A|).
Let us then look at the formula ϕwell−formed which gets repeated for every basic for-

mula. Because of the quantification of moves of the agents, we repeat each of the re-
quirements

∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣×|A| times. Besides the quantification, the formulas ϕ∀moves and ϕ∃moves
have summarized the length O(|A|). The length of the subformula ϕtrans is bounded by
O(
∣∣∣ ~M ∣∣∣× |A|). The complete length of ϕwell−formed then is: O(22×|I| × |A|2).
Finally, we analyze the subformula ϕsatisfaction . As the length of the subformulas

ϕwitness and ϕcwitness are both constant, the length of ϕsatisfaction is linear in the length
of the ATL*-subformula. As we repeat this for all ATL*-subformula, the length of
ϕ′ ∧

∧
ϕb∈Bϕ

ϕsatisfaction(ϕb) is linear in the length of the original ATL* specification ϕ,
hence in O(|ϕ|).

Combining all parts, the length of the whole formula is in
O(22×|I| + 23×|I| × |A|+ |Bϕ| × (2|I| × |A|2) + |ϕ|). We give an upper bound for this
formula assuming the theoretical worst case: |I| = |Bϕ| = |A| = |ϕ|:

O(|ϕ| × 23×|ϕ|).

Our reduction therefore brings an exponential blow-up to the length of the formula.
Considering the polynomial blow up from HyperLTL synthesis our approach still brings
only one exponential blowup to the synthesis complexity.
Without any optimizations, our approach of synthesizing ATL* specifications is there-

fore 3-EXPTIME in the length of the ATL* specification. Considering the fact that all of
the formulas we added are just disjunctions and conjunctions over atomic propositions,
without temporal operators besides next and globally, it is to expect that optimiza-
tions in further work, lead to improvements. Additionally, in practice, the number of
input variables might be relatively small. In fact for formulas with a number of inputs
logarithmic to the length of the formula, the exponential blow-up disappears.

3.3 Correctness
Let ϕATL be some arbitrary ATL* formula. Further let ϕLTL an LTL formula which was
constructed from ϕATL using the proposed reduction. We know from :Subsection 3.1.5: Sec. 3.1, Page 24
that it is sufficient to consider only explicit models realizing the formula ϕATL.

Lemma 3.15. Assume that S is an explicit model which realizes ϕATL. Then there is
a system S’ which realizes the formula ϕLTL, constructed using the proposed reduction.

Proof. We first add several propositions to the explicit model, but we will not use them
for now. Of course the system is still be an explicit model of ϕATL, regardless of the
propositions we add.
The following propositions are added to S:
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3.3. Correctness

• propmove(m, a), which will encode the moves available to each agent at each state.
• propmoveV ec(~m,m)a, which will encode the set of all possible move vectors.

We are able to encode every move vector and move, we may get from ~M in the system
S, since move vectors and moves are bounded by possible inputs.

Secondly, we create a mapping of the input variables I, used in the specification
ϕATL, to move vectors ~M . It is not necessary to require that this mapping is a bijection,
because we know that two move vectors mapped to the same input variable set, have
the same semantics, hence as we will change the spanning of the explicit model later on,
one direction in the new system is sufficient to project them.
In a next step, we will, within a single step, change the spanning of the system S from

~M to 2I and remove ~M from the system (but leave the newly introduced propositions).
This new system is called S′.
By construction, the system S′ realizes ϕLTL. Let us explain, why the several parts of

ϕLTL are satisfied. The LTL formula ϕwell−formed ensures the well-formedness of the new
system S′, which is satisfied, because S was an explicit model. The formula ϕsatisfaction
we will use the encoded witnesses to test the satisfaction of basic subformulas. Since S
is an explicit model, we know that this is satisfied as well. ϕcontr is obviously satisfied,
since we the encoded move vectors originated from actual move vectors. Consequently
we know that S′ realizes ϕLTL.

Lemma 3.16. Assume that S′ is a system which realizes the formula ϕLTL, constructed
using the proposed reduction. Then there is some S, which is an explicit model of ϕATL.

Proof. Let us first consider the propositions we introduced in Subsection 3.2.2:
• propmove(m, a): As defined in :Definition 1, each agent has a set of moves per : Sec. 2.5, Page 11

state. We are able to reconstruct these sets using this proposition.
• propmoveV ec(~m,m)a: Using this proposition, we are able to reconstruct the set of all

possible move vectors. The formula ϕcontr , which is required in each state, enforces
that only move vectors accordingly to their definition can be encoded. Therefore
it is possible to reconstruct all possible move vectors as defined in :Definition 1 : Sec. 2.5, Page 11
from this proposition.

Consequently it is possible to reconstruct the whole ~M of a CGS (Definition 1). Next
we analyze the mapping of input variables to move vectors. We construct a new system,
which is spanned by move vectors instead of a set of input variables. Of course, the way
the proposition propmove(m, a) is constructed, it is not possible for one move to have
several different input sets. If that would be possible, we could not change the spanning
of the system S′ to move vectors without loosing information. The system, spanned by
the extracted ~M , will be called S.
The system S realizes the formula ϕATL by inverse construction. Let us analyze

the various properties of an CGS: We require the system S to be well-formed, which
is enforced in the system S′ by the formula ϕwell−formed and by inverse construction
this also holds for S. For realizing ϕATL, the system S has to have witnesses for the
satisfaction of its basic subformulas: Using the formulas ϕwitness and ϕcwitness we are
able to extract the witnesses and counter witnesses from the system S′. By inverse
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3. Reduction from Concurrent Game Structures

construction we know that these witnesses are witnesses for the formula ϕATL as well.
Having the set of witness strategies for ϕATL and the system S, we know that S realizes
ϕATL.

Theorem 3.17. There is a system S which realizes an ATL* formula ϕATL. Secondly
some system S′ realizes a LTL formula ϕLTL, which is constructed using the proposed
reduction, if and only if the system S realizes ϕATL.

Proof. From :Subsection 3.1.5 we know, that it is sufficient to consider only explicit: Sec. 3.1, Page 24
models realizing the formula ϕATL. Then, the direction from ϕATL to ϕLTL is shown in
Lemma 3.15, whereas the other direction is shown in Lemma 3.16.
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Chapter 4
Reduction from Trees of Alternating
Transition Systems

In this chapter we reduce the synthesis problem of ATL* over trees of alternating tran-
sition systems (ATS trees) to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis.

• We show how the structure of an ATS tree can be encoded completely into a
computation tree, while several LTL formula guarantee the correctness.

• Secondly, we widen the tree and show how witnesses are encoded into the com-
putation tree, while additional LTL formulas guarantee that we are only encoding
semantically correct witnesses. A small HyperLTL formula guarantees the hiding
of widened directions.

• Thirdly we replace parts of the ATL* formula such that we obtain a pure LTL
formula which depicts in combination with the added LTL formulas and the Hy-
perLTL formula the new (Hyper-)LTL specification.

• Finally, we show that this (Hyper-)LTL specification is realizable if and only if the
ATL* specification is realizable.

4.1 Encoding the ATS Tree

In this section we encode the structure of an ATS tree into a computation tree. Since in
this chapter ATL* is defined over trees of alternating transition systems, ATL* synthesis
would produce such an ATS tree. LTL however is defined over a set of traces. Since a
set of traces can be easily transformed into a computation tree, the goal of this section is
to encode the structure of an ATS tree into a computation tree. We add several atomic
propositions to the computation tree and construct multiple LTL formulas describing
the relations between these propositions. Using these propositions in combination with
the LTL formulas, the annotated computation tree represents an ATS tree.

• Directions to encode set membership of inputs in directions.
– Formula deciding whether a direction matches the chosen input variables,
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ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

{goal}

β(ε, a1) = {{d1}, {d2}}

β(ε, a2) = {{d1, d2}}

d1 = ∅

d2 = {i1}

(a) An ATS tree.

ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

{goal,

propinput(d2, i1)}
{propinput(d2, i1)}

β(ε, a1) = {{d1}, {d2}}

β(ε, a2) = {{d1, d2}}

d1 = ∅

d2 = {i1}

(b) An ATS tree with encoded directions.

Figure 4.1: An ATS tree with and without encoded directions

hence whether we are following a direction.
• Agent behavior to encode possible moves, in detail the function β, using set

membership of directions in moves.
– Formula deciding whether the singleton requirement is satisfied.

4.1.1 Encoding Directions

We introduce a proposition which indicates whether an input variable is part of a di-
rection. This allows us to encode the structure of the ATS tree into the trace model of
LTL. We are able to differentiate different branches of the ATS tree and require different
conditions. A direction is, as defined in :Section 2.2, a set of input variables.:Page 7
We add this proposition to every node in the computation tree.

• propinput(d, i), for every direction d ∈ D and input i ∈ I. Then

propinput(d, i) if and only if i ∈ d

Example 4.1 (Encoding Directions). As mentioned, we introduce propositions for
the directions. For the Example CGT from Figure 4.1, the added propositions are:
{propinput(d2, i1)}. For direction d1, no proposition is introduced because no input vari-
able is set true at this proposition. 4
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4.1. Encoding the ATS Tree

Following Directions

We explain how we can follow a direction in LTL. A path in the computation tree itself
is characterized by the directions, hence the combinations of inputs, which hold in every
node.

In the case of synthesis, we can assume that input values are set by the synthesizer.
Further we can assume that the synthesizer will set each combination of input values at
some point. Following the idea presented in [BSK17], we react to the input values set
by the synthesizer to recognize the direction which is currently selected. While in LTL
it is regularly only possible to select all traces, hence paths, this trick makes it possible
to select certain paths from a computation tree using LTL and in consequence require
different conditions on these paths. We call this following a direction or path.

We are able to decide whether we follow a certain direction d through this formula:

ϕfollow(d) :=
∧
i∈I

propinput(d, i) = i

Example 4.2 (Following Directions). As the input variables are set by the synthesizer,
we assume for this example i1 = true. Accordingly to Figure 4.1 we explain how to test
whether we are following a direction. For the direction d1 we get the following:∧

i∈I
propinput(d1, i) = i

≡ propinput(d1, i1) = i1 ≡ false = true ≡ false

Whereas for direction d2 we get:∧
i∈I

propinput(d2, i) = i

≡ propinput(d2, i1) = i1 ≡ true = true ≡ true

Therefore we know that we are following the direction d2. 4

4.1.2 Encoding Agent Behavior

Since the LTL setting only considers computation trees and their paths, we need to
encode the additional informations of an ATS tree into a regular computation tree. We
encode the function β into the nodes of the computation tree. We introduce the following
boolean propositions such that for every node n:

• propβ(a,M, d) for all moves M ∈ 2D, agents a ∈ A and directions d ∈ D, such
that

propβ(a,M, d) := [M ∈ β(a, n)] ∧ [d ∈M ]
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ε

εd1

d1

εd2

d2

{goal,

propinput(d2, i1)}

{propinput(d2, i1)

propβ(a1, {d1}, d1),

propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

propβ(a2, {d1, d2}, d1),

propβ(a2, {d2, d2}, d2)}

{propinput(d2, i1)}
d1 = ∅

d2 = {i1}

Figure 4.2: Example of the encoded behavior.

Example 4.3 (Encoding Agent Behavior). To encode the behavior, we add the following
propositions into the nodes of our example. The new available labels are:

{propβ(a1, {d1}, d1), propβ(a1, {d1}, d2),

propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d1), propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d2),

the same for the agent a2}

Depending on the actual behavior function β(ε, a1) = {{d1}, {d2}}, β(ε, a2) = {{d1, d2}},
we extend the running example to Figure 4.2, by adding the following propositions to
the label of node ε. This will be done for all nodes n, depending on the results of β(n, a1)
and β(n, a2), but for simplicity reasons we only consider the first node ε here. 4

As mentioned in the definition of β, we require that the intersection of possible moves
from all agents is a singleton.

Singleton Requirement

The singleton requirement is defined in :Definition 3. To be able to translate this: Sec. 2.5, Page 13
requirement in LTL we rewrite the singleton requirement as following:
We assume an arbitrary but fixed n:

∀M1 ∈ β(n, a1) · · · ∀Mm ∈ β(n, am).

∃d ∈ D.∀d′ ∈ D. (∀M ∈ {M1 · · ·Mm}. d′ ∈M)↔ (d = d′)

Using the subformula ∨d∈D propβ(a1,M, d), deciding whether a move M is a result of β
we can construct the following LTL formula:
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4.2. Encoding Witnesses

ϕsingle :=
( ∧
M1∈2D

...
Mm∈2D

(
∨
d∈D

propβ(a1,M1, d) ∧ · · · ∧
∨
d∈D

propβ(am,Mm, d)→

∨
d∈D

∧
d′∈D

(
(

∧
i∈{1···m}

propβ(ai,Mi, d
′))↔ (ϕd−equal(d, d′))

))

Since directions are formally defined as a set of input variables: D = 2I , we define
ϕd−equal to be the comparison if d and d′ contain exactly the same input variables:

ϕd−equal(d, d′) :=
∧
i∈I

propinput(d, i)↔ propinput(d′, i).

4.2 Encoding Witnesses

In this section we encode witnesses of satisfaction into the computation tree. For that
we assume that the ATS tree realizes an ATL* specification. As witnesses of satisfaction
we examine strategies and plays, defined in the ATL* semantics. To make clear why we
classify strategies and plays as witnesses, let us recall how strategies and plays corre-
spond. A set of plays is made up of the strategies and capabilities of groups of agents.
Capabilities originate definitely from agent behavior and therefore are part of the ATS
tree, not part of the witnesses. Strategies however are part of the witnesses since their
value influences the satisfaction of an ATL* formula without being part of the ATS tree.
As a consequence, plays and strategies witness the satisfaction of an ATL* formula. For
the labeling of witnesses, we assume that the ATS tree satisfies the ATL* specification.
Therefore we know that witnesses exist, despite the fact that the witnesses are not vis-
ible in an ATS tree. Using the following propositions we make these witnesses visible
by encoding them into the annotated computation tree. However, as before, to guar-
antee correctness, we need introduce several LTL formulas describing relations between
the witnesses and other propositions. These relations originate from the definitions of
plays and strategies in the ATL* semantics, thus guarantee that we are only encoding
semantically correct witnesses. If the ATS tree does not realize the specification, there
are no witnesses, hence we do not encode any witnesses.

• Strategies to encode the strategy function fa , which is leading to path satisfac-
tion.
– Formula deciding whether a strategy represents a selection of moves.

• Plays to encode the set of paths plays(n, FA′), which is leading to path satisfaction.
– Formula deciding whether the encoding represents a set of plays as the
outcome of a strategy.
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4. Reduction from Trees of Alternating Transition Systems

4.2.1 Widening the Computation Tree

Before we encode the witnesses of the ATS trees into computation trees, we need to
widen the computation tree. Widening the computation tree gives us the possibility to
encode the necessary amount of informations into the tree. More precisely it is necessary
to encode the witnesses, hence strategies and plays, without needing an infinite amount
of propositions. To explain why this widening is necessary, we look at what plays and
strategies formally are and how they are constructed.
A play is a path of an ATS tree, therefore the set plays describes a set of paths. We

may consider this set of paths a tree, since all paths in the set plays start at the same
node. The number of different set of plays is possibly unbounded because for each basic
subformula a set of plays is constructed. Consider for example the formula 〈〈a1〉〉 x,
where a1 is an agent and x some atomic proposition. For each evaluation of the basic
subformula 〈〈a1〉〉 x, a set of plays needs to be constructed. As the basic subformula is
required globally this leads to infinitely many sets of plays. Not only is this true for the
ATS tree in general, but also for a single node. Hence it is possible that a single node is
part of infinitely many sets of plays.
A strategy for an agent is a mapping of states to moves. Since plays are based on

strategies, such that a different strategy would lead to a different set of play, we need
as many strategy sets as plays. In fact it is sufficient to have exactly as many strategy
sets as sets of plays, since their only purpose is to build the set of plays. For the same
reason it is possible to restrict the domain of the strategy function to only such nodes,
which are part of the set of plays the strategy is used to construct. However this still
leaves us with an infinite amount of strategies per node.

Widening

As a solution we perform a widening on the computation tree. It is not necessary to widen
the ATS tree as well, as we use the annotated computation tree to encode the witnesses.
Similar to [Sch08], we widen the computation tree by duplicating each direction. We call
this a boolean widening. Technically this is done by inventing a fresh input variable. Let
us argue why this boolean widening leads to a finite amount of strategies and plays per
node and therefore makes it possible to encode arbitrary witnesses into the computation
tree. A similar technique was used in : Subsection 3.1.3.: Sec. 3.1, Page 20
We encode plays and strategies node wise, therefore the goal is to have a finite amount

of witnesses, hence strategies and sets of plays in each node.
Assume that there are only two strategies per agent and basic formula, and two sets of

plays per basic formula in each node n. For an arbitrary but fixed basic formula and an
agent a, let us call them fnewa and f conta , while the plays are called plays(n0, F

new
A′ ) and

plays(n0, F
cont
A′ ). As implied, the set of plays plays(n0, F

new
A′ ) originates from the the

strategies fnewa (for all a in A′), analogously for the second set of plays. Let us remark
that we are only able to differentiate between these two strategies on a per node level.
Generally a strategy consists of a new part and a continued part: fnewa ∪̇ f conta = fa,
respectively plays(n0, F

new
A′ ) ∪̇ plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ) = plays(n0, FA′).
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x x x x

(a) A (single-branching) computation tree before the widening

x x x x
cont

x

new

cont

x

new

cont

x

new

(b) The (single-branching) computation tree after the widening

Figure 4.3: A schematic example for the widening

We demonstrate a technique such that using this technique the widened tree using the
bound of two is not more restricted than the original tree with no bound:
We split the directions of each node into two halves, one with directions including the

fresh input variable, which was used to widen the tree and one with directions excluding
the fresh input variable. We call the first half continue directions, the second half new
directions. Whenever we are at the initial node n0 of a set of plays plays(n0, FA′), we
first go into a new direction, after that, hence whenever we are just traversing a node,
we use the continue direction. Similarly we denote the part of the set of plays after
going into a new direction: plays(n0, F

new
A′ ), after going into a continue direction we

denote the set plays(n0, F
cont
A′ ). Using this technique, in each node are at most two

different set of plays per basic subformula, namely plays(n0, F
new
A′ ) and plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ).

One which is starting at that node and one which is traversing the node. Consider
for Example Figure 4.3, which displays a (single-branching) computation tree in which
〈〈a〉〉 x holds. In Figure 4.3a, we would need to label a node in the infinite future, with
infinitely many witnesses as they summarize for each node. In Figure 4.3b, however, due
to the widening, by taking new after instancing a new witness and cont for continuation,
only two witnesses exist in each node.
Since strategies only purpose is to build sets of plays, we proceed analogously with

the strategies fnewa and f conta .

Hiding Function

To guarantee, that the widening will not falsify the system, we introduce a hiding func-
tion h. Let Dcont = {d1, · · · , dm} be the set of directions, we called continue directions
and let Dnew = {dm+1, · · · d2m} be the set of directions we called new directions. We
hide the new input variable by replacing each dj ∈ {dm+1, · · · , d2m} in a path π by
the direction dj−m. We call this new path π′ and the hiding function is defined as
h : (Dcont ∪Dnew)∗ → D∗, such that for all possible paths π, h(π) = π′.
The widened computation tree therefore is ({Dcont ∪ Dnew} = 2I′ , L = 2O, V, l ◦ h),

where I ′ is the original input variable set plus the fresh input variable.
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4. Reduction from Trees of Alternating Transition Systems

Let us argue how the hiding function is implemented in our reduction. The hiding
function does hide the new directions completely from the labeling function. In conse-
quence we can not distinguish between the propositions of two nodes, which are mapped
to the same node through the hiding function. In our reduction this is implemented by
two parts.

• First, by simply not using the fresh input variable in all propositions we construct,
we prohibit ourself to distinguish between these directions, based on the proposi-
tions.

• Secondly, we attend the problem that the LTL synthesizer still uses the new input
variable for the branching, hence given two directions, which are equivalent under
the hiding function, leading to two different nodes. Besides the fact that, based
on the propositions, we do not know which direction was used to get to these
nodes, we still are in different nodes, which may lead to a different evaluation of
the formula.

Because of this, we introduce behavior equality. Two traces are behavior equal, if all
propositions in each state, besides witnesses, are equal. We introduce a small HyperLTL
formula, which enforces behavior equality between widened traces, hence traces, which
have, up to the new input variable, the same input sequences. That way, we do not really
hide the new input variable, but enforce the same behavior on traces which originated
from a single trace.
Let I be the set of input variables without the newly introduced proposition. Let the

set AP \ witness, be the set of all atomic proposition we introduced up to this section.
AP \witness = {propinput(d, i) | d ∈ D, i ∈ I}∪{propβ(a,M, d) | a ∈ A,M ∈ 2D, d ∈ D}

ϕbehavior−equal = ∀π, π′. ((
∧
i∈I

iπ ↔ iπ′)→ (
∧

ap∈AP\witness
apπ ↔ apπ′))

The same formula was also used in : Subsection 3.2.3 from the CGS approach.: Sec. 3.2, Page 28

Example 4.4. As explained in Figure 4.4, we perform a boolean widening to the ATS
tree from Figure 4.2. We duplicate each direction by introducing a new input variable
i2. We call the the new set of directions {dc1, dn1 , dc2, dn2}, where c for cont are directions
without the new input variable and n for new are directions including the new input
variable. It is important that existing labeling does not include the new directions,
hence that it only differs between d1 and d2 and does not know the input variable i2.
By using the formula ϕt−equal , we guarantee that propositions are simply duplicated but
not changed.

4
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ε

εdc1

dc1

εdn1

dn1

εdc2

dc2

εdn2

dn2

{goal,

propinput(d2, i1)}

{propinput(d2, i1)

propβ(a1, {d1}, d1),

propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

propβ(a2, {d1, d2}, d1),

propβ(a2, {d2, d2}, d2)}

{propinput(d2, i1)}

dc1 = ∅, dn1 = {i2}

dc2 = {i1}, dn2 = {i1, i2}

Figure 4.4: Example of a widened ATS tree

4.2.2 Encoding Strategies

A strategy is defined in the ATL* semantics (: Subsection 2.5.5) as a mapping from : Sec. 2.5, Page 16
states and agents to moves M . Instead of encoding all possible strategies, we only
encode those strategies, which lead to satisfaction, if possible. As we argued before in
Subsection 4.2.1, it is sufficient to consider only two different arbitrary strategies per
node, we denote with fnewa and f conta .

Consequently for an arbitrary but fixed basic formula ϕb, we introduce the following
propositions at every node n:

• propstrat(a, d, b∗) where ∗ ∈ {new, cont} , for all a ∈ A and d ∈ D, such that

propstrat(a, d, bnew) if and only if d ∈ fnewa (n)

and

propstrat(a, d, bcont) if and only if d ∈ f conta (n)

Let us remark that the distinction between the two strategies fnewa and f conta is only
done on a per node basis. Strategy wise a strategy contains a new and a continued part:
fnewa ∪̇ f conta = fa. We determine the exact pattern in : Subsection 4.2.3. : Sec. 4.2, Page 48

Example 4.5 (Encoding Strategies). To encode strategies into the example ATS tree,
we need to consider the ATL* formula which should hold on the example ATS tree:

〈〈{a1}〉〉 goal.

The set of labels will be extended with the following set of new propositions.
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4. Reduction from Trees of Alternating Transition Systems

{propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal), propstrat(a1, d2, b

new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal),

propstrat(a1, d1, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal), propstrat(a1, d2, b

cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal),

the same for the agent a2}

As strategies are part of the witnesses, the satisfaction of the formula depends on the
right choice of strategies. For this example, the strategy for agent a1 to satisfy goal
is to choose the set {d1}: fa1(ε) = {d1}. Therefore we label node ε with the direction
d1, as pictured in Figure 4.5. For agent a2 no strategy is necessary. We choose the
new-instance for the strategy for reasons that will be explained in Example 4.9.

4

Relation Between Strategies and Behavior

For every node n, we need to guarantee that the local encoding of a strategy fa(n)
represents a move, hence for all nodes n and basic formulas ∀fa. fa(n) ∈ β(n, a).

We have to create the following formula to be able to translate this to LTL: For some
agent and some basic formula we require in each state for each strategy, hence for fnewa

and f conta :

∃M ∈ 2D. ∀d ∈ D. (d ∈ fa(n)↔ (d ∈M ∧M ∈ β(a, n))).

The LTL formula per basic formula and instance: b∗ (∗ ∈ {new, cont}) and agent a for
the relation between a strategy and the behavior then is:

ϕstrategy(a, b) :=
(

( ∨
M∈2D

∧
d∈D

(
propstrat(a, d, bnew)↔ propβ(a,M, d)

)
∧

( ∨
M∈2D

∧
d∈D

(
propstrat(a, d, bcont)↔ propβ(a,M, d)

)

Example 4.6. In this example we test if the encoded strategy in Figure 4.5 matches
the behavior accordingly to the formula ϕstrategy. Adjusted to our example, the formula
ϕstrategy for agent a1 and basic formula 〈〈a1〉〉 goal becomes
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((
propstrat(a1, d1, b

new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1}, d2)

))
∨((

propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d2}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

))
∨((

propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d2)

))
)
∧
(
((
propstrat(a1, d1, b

cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1}, d2)

))
∨((

propstrat(a1, d1, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d2}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

))
∨((

propstrat(a1, d1, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d1)

)
∧(

propstrat(a1, d2, b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)↔ propβ(a1, {d1, d2}, d2)

))))

ε

εdc1

dc1

εdn1

dn1

εdc2

dc2

εdn2

dn2

{goal,

propinput(d2, i1)}

{propinput(d2, i1)

propβ(a1, {d1}, d1),

propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

propβ(a2, {d1, d2}, d1),

propβ(a2, {d2, d2}, d2),

propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

{propinput(d2, i1)}

dc1 = ∅, dn1 = {i2}

dc2 = {i1}, dn2 = {i1, i2}

Figure 4.5: Example of encoded strategies
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4. Reduction from Trees of Alternating Transition Systems

As one can test for the strategy from Figure 4.5, this formula holds. Additionally this
formula does not hold if the stated strategy would have been the strategy of agent a2,
hence the node ε would have been labeled with propstrat(a2, d1, b

new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal

). 4

4.2.3 Encoding Plays

Next we need to tag the set of paths on which the path formula of an ATL* specification
should hold. As defined in the ATL* semantics (:Subsection 2.5.5), the path formula: Sec. 2.5, Page 16
has to hold on all paths, which are members in the set plays(n0, FA′), for some n0 and
coalition A′.

As we argued in :Subsection 4.2.1, we know that it is adequate to consider only two: Sec. 4.2, Page 42
different set of plays per node, which we label with new and cont.

We first fix an arbitrary basic subformula and introduce in every node n the following
boolean propositions. We differ between the two sets of plays, starting at the node n:
plays(n, FnewA′ ) and the set of plays going through the node n: plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ), where

n0 is some initial node of the set plays.
• propplays(bnew), such that

propplays(bnew) if and only if n = n0 ∧ ∃π = n0 · · · ∈ plays(n0, F
new
A′ )

• propplays(bcont), such that

propplays(bcont) if and only if n = n0 · · · d∧∃π = n0 · · · d · · · ∈ plays(n0, F
cont
A′ )

As before in :Subsection 4.1.1, we are considering a per node view. Plays wise a set: Sec. 4.1, Page 38
plays contains a new part and a continued part: plays(n0, F

new
A′ ) ∪̇ plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ) =

plays(n0, FA′), where the node n0 belongs to plays(n0, F
new
A′ ) and all other node which

are part of plays(n0, FA′) are assigned to plays(n0, F
cont
A′ ).

Example 4.7 (Encoding Plays). For the running example we extend the labels with
the following two propositions.

{propplays(bnew〈〈a1〉〉 goal), propplays(b
cont
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

We encode this into the computation tree by extending the labeling function (Figure 4.6).
As plays are witnesses, the satisfaction of the formula depends on the right labeling. We
label the root node with the start of the play and node εdn1 with the continuation. For
this example, we assume that the play has a valid continuation after εdn1 , which is not
displayed in the figure. 4
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ε

εdc1

dc1

εdn1

dn1

εdc2

dc2

εdn2

dn2

{goal, · · · ,

propplays(bcont〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

{ · · · , propβ(a1, {d1}, d1),

propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

propβ(a2, {d1, d2}, d1),

propβ(a2, {d2, d2}, d2),

propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)

propplays(bnew〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

{propplays(bcont〈〈a1〉〉 goal
)}{goal, · · · }

dc1 = ∅, dn1 = {i2}, dc2 = {i1}, dn2 = {i1, i2}

Figure 4.6: Example of encoded plays

Plays Recognition

After adding propositions to the computation tree, which describe the sets of plays,
we construct a LTL formula which recognizes a path, which is part of a set plays. As
mentioned before plays(n0, F

new
A′ ) ∪̇ plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ) = plays(n0, FA′), hence some nodes

of this set belong to the new part and some belong to the continued part. A path in
plays always starts with n0 for a set of plays plays(n0, FA′), hence the node n0 is part
of the set plays(n0, F

new
A′ ). Therefore we require the first node of the path we test, to be

labeled with propplays(bnew) (for an arbitrary basic formula ϕb). All further nodes are
required to be labeled with propplays(bcont) as they are part of plays(n0, F

cont
A′ ).

The following LTL formula implements this test for an arbitrary basic formula ϕb:

ϕinplays(b) := propplays(bnew) ∧ propplays(bcont).
Example 4.8. In this example, we look at the formula, which allows us to recognize
plays in the ATS tree. Starting at the root node, it requires a propplays(bnew) proposition,
followed by propplays(bcont) propositions in all further states of a path. In Figure 4.7,
the thick green paths are paths on which the formula holds, whereas on red thin paths,
the formula does not hold. As before, we assumed a valid continuation of the system
after the first transitions. 4

Relation Between Plays, Strategies and Behavior

Certainly there is a relation between plays, strategies and agent behavior, as plays are
defined as the outcome of a strategy. As before, we are fixing one arbitrary basic subfor-
mula first. The relations result from the ATL* semantics in : Subsection 2.5.5, especially : Sec. 2.5, Page 16
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ε

εdc1

dc1

εdn1

dn1

εdc2

dc2

εdn2

dn2

{goal, · · · ,

propplays(bcont〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

{ · · · , propβ(a1, {d1}, d1),

propβ(a1, {d2}, d2)

propβ(a2, {d1, d2}, d1),

propβ(a2, {d2, d2}, d2),

propstrat(a1, d1, b
new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal)

propplays(bnew〈〈a1〉〉 goal)}

{propplays(bcont〈〈a1〉〉 goal
)}{goal, · · · }

dc1 = ∅, dn1 = {i2}, dc2 = {i1}, dn2 = {i1, i2}

Figure 4.7: Example of encoded plays with marked plays

the definition of the set plays(n, FA′).
For this relation we consider a per strategy view as this is necessary to describe the set

plays(n, FA′) as a whole. As defined, each strategy fa is projected on the computation
tree through the propositions propstrat(a, d, bnew) and propstrat(a, d, bcont) (for some d ∈
D). We require that exactly one node per strategy belongs to fnewa and all other nodes
of the strategy belong to f conta . Further we require that such nodes belonging to fnewa

also belong to plays(n, FnewA′ ), where FnewA′ is the aggregation of fnewa for the agents a in
A′. Analogously for f conta . In the following we refine the definition of a set plays, such
that it differentiates between fnewa and f conta .

plays(n, FA′) = {nd1 · · · | d1 ∈ CA\A
′

n···di−1
∧ ∀fnewa ∈ FnewA′ . d1 ∈ fnewa (n) ∧

∀i ≥ 2. di ∈ CA\A
′

n···di−1
∧ ∀f conta ∈ F contA′ . di ∈ f conta (n · · · di−1)}

We rewrite this definition such that we are able to translate this into LTL:
Let π = nd1 · · · , then

π ∈ plays(n, FA′)↔
(
d1 ∈ CA\A

′

n···di−1
∧ ∀fnewa ∈ FnewA′ . d1 ∈ fnewa (n) ∧

∀i ≥ 2. di ∈ CA\A
′

n···di
∧ ∀f conta ∈ F contA′ . di ∈ f conta (n · · · di−1))

)
Let us consider right and left part of the equivalence separately. The left part is already
covered by the formula ϕinplays. On the right part, we need the formula to hold for
every node. In LTL we require a globally ( ) for the second line. Furthermore we need
a formula deciding whether di ∈ CA\A

′

n···di−1
and ∀fa ∈ FA′ . di ∈ fa(n). Since the strategy
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FA′ is a compound of agent strategies and therefore is encoded through the proposition
propstrat(a, d, bm) for all a ∈ A in every single node, we are able to decide the membership
through a boolean formula. The same holds for the set CA\A

′

n···di
because it is based on agent

behavior which is encoded locally through the propositions propβ(a,M, d) for all a ∈ A.
We do this step by step:

• First we look at the formula ∀fa ∈ FA′ . d ∈ fa(n), for any coalition A′, a strategy
set FA′ and some direction d. We can simplify this formula by quantifying directly
over the agents of the strategy set FA′ . ∀a ∈ A′. d ∈ fa. We construct the
following boolean formula: For some basic subformula ϕb and their identifier b∗
where ∗ ∈ {new, cont} at some arbitrary node:

ϕd∈FA′ (d, b
∗) := (

∧
a∈A′

propstrat(a, d, b∗))

• Secondly, we analyze whether a direction is part of the capabilities of an agent:
d ∈ Can, where d ∈ D, a ∈ A at some arbitrary node becomes the following boolean
formula:

ϕd∈Ca (d) :=
( ∨
M∈2D

propβ(a,M, d)
)

• Lastly we use the second formula to aggregate over the set of agents A′: d ∈ CA′n ,
where d ∈ D,A′ ⊆ A at some arbitrary node becomes the boolean formula:

ϕd∈CA′ (d) :=
∧
a∈A′

ϕd∈Ca (d)

Using the above formulas we can build the following LTL formula for the definition of
plays. We introduce the notation agents(b) to extract the coalition of a basic subformula
b. Let A′ = agents(b).

ϕplays(b) :=

ϕinplays(b)↔
( ∨
d∈D

ϕfollow(d) ∧ inew ∧ ϕd∈CA\A′ (d) ∧ ϕd∈FA′ (d, b
new)∧

( ∨
d∈D

ϕfollow(d) ∧ ¬inew ∧ ϕd∈CA\A′ (d) ∧ ϕd∈FA′ (d, b
cont)

))

This formula is the direct result of combining the constructed subformula ϕinplays,
ϕd∈FA′ and ϕd∈CA′ with the modified definition of plays from above. Also, we fix the
branch that has to be labeled concerning new and continue directions as described in
:Subsection 4.2.1 : Sec. 4.2, Page 42

Example 4.9. Let us check if these conditions hold for the running example. We already
marked the paths on which ϕinplays holds in Figure 4.7. As in :Example 4.2, we have : Sec. 4.1, Page 39
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to assume the input variables a synthesizer might have chosen.
Let us first assume that variable i1 is chosen to be true as well as i2. Regarding our

example that means that the path starting with ε · dn2 · · · is chosen. As visualized in
Figure 4.7, this path does not satisfy the formula ϕinplays. To find out the direction
which is used, we need to evaluate the formula ϕfollow . As we already explained this in
:Example 4.2, we skip this and use d2 directly. Keep in mind that the formula ϕfollow: Sec. 4.1, Page 39
cannot differentiate between dc2 and dn2 and therefore treats it as a single direction. Since
the reason, we introduced the widening was to be able to encode more witnesses than
before, we need to make the distinction between direction dn2 and dc2. Following the
technique from Subsection 4.4, in the first step we need inew = i2 to be true, which is
the case in this example. In a second step we check whether d2 is a direction which agent
a2 is capable of doing, hence whether ∨M∈2D (propβ(a2,M, d2)) at node ε. As one can
see in Figure 4.7, this is true. Further we test, whether d2 is in the strategy of a1, hence
whether ε, is labeled with propstrat(a1, d2, b

new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal

), which is not the case. Since the
selected path does not satisfy ϕinplays as well, for the selected path, this ϕplays holds.
As a second example, let us check whether it holds if both input variables are set false.

According to ϕfollow , we selected the path εdc1 · · · . From Figure 4.7, we know that we are
not in plays with this formula. For the right part of the equivalence, we directly notice
that inew = i2 is not set, hence it also can not be true. As a consequence, for this path,
the formula ϕplays does hold again.
Finally, we assume the input sequence {i2} · ∅. As one can see in Figure 4.7, this is

a path which is marked, hence it satisfies ϕinplays. Further, as shown in :Example 4.2,: Sec. 4.1, Page 39
we follow d1 in the first step. Also inew = i2 is set and d2 is a direction, a2 is capable
doing. Next we require that d2 is in the strategy of the coalition, hence the strategy of
a1 and also it has to be a new instance. As you can see, the root node is labeled with
propstrat(a1, d1, b

new
〈〈a1〉〉 goal

), hence this is true. For all next states, we only consider the
direct successor, we want the same to hold but with cont and ¬inew. As implied, this is
also the case for this path. 4

4.3 Transforming the ATL* specification

Finally, we construct a LTL formula which decides which paths of the annotated com-
putation tree should satisfy the path formulas of an ATL* specification. We use this
formula to replace the path quantifier of the ATL* specification and combine all the
formulas to a pure LTL specification. The annotated computation tree then realizes the
LTL specification if and only if an ATS tree realizes the ATL* specification.

4.3.1 Path Satisfaction

We analyze the semantics of path quantifiers in ATL* and replace the path quantifica-
tion by an LTL formula. We make use of the witnesses strategies and plays, to select the
paths on which the path formula has to hold. Selecting certain paths becomes possible
by using the formula ϕfollow from :Subsection 4.1.1.: Sec. 4.1, Page 38
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The semantics of a basic formula in LTL is defined as:

n |= 〈〈A′〉〉ψ if and only if ∃FA′ .∀π ∈ plays(n, FA′). π |= ψ

Let ϕ be an ATL* formula and ϕb a basic subformula on the highest level of ϕ, where
b indicates the subformula uniquely. Given such a subformula ϕb, we replace each basic
subformula thereof ϕbsub ∈ ϕb with the proposition propplays(bsubnew). The modified body
of ϕb is called ϕ′b. This leads to the following LTL formula:

ϕsatisfaction(ϕb) :=
(
ϕinplays(b)↔ ϕ′b

)
,

Let us analyze this formula: Since path recognition for witnesses is done by the formula
ϕplays, we replace ∃FA′ . π ∈ plays(n, FA′) with ϕplays. Further, in LTL, the satisfaction
of a path formula (π |= ψ) is simply the path formula itself. Therefore we replace π |= ψ
with ϕ′b. The formula ϕinplays will only be true, if its starts with propplays(bnew), hence
assuming that propplays(bnew) is always set at the right positions, we can require this
globally.

Example 4.10 (Path Satisfaction). Adapted to the running example, we know that
the formula ϕ′b is goal. Also we know on which paths ϕinplays holds. Since only the
root node is labeled with the start of plays (propplays(bnew〈〈a1〉〉 goal

)), we can infer from
:Figure 4.7, that this formula is globally satisfied. 4 : Sec. 4.2, Page 50

4.3.2 Complete LTL Formula
Finally, we combine all the LTL formulas to one complete LTL specification.
Let ϕ be some ATL* formula, let Bϕ be the set of all basic subformulas in the for-

mula ϕ. We denote a basic subformula as ϕb ∈ Bϕ, where b is a unique identifier for
this subformula. As mentioned before, given an ATL* formula ϕ we can replace all
basic subformulas ϕb of ϕ with the proposition propplays(bnew). We denote the modified
formula ϕ′.

ϕbehavior−equal ∧ ϕsingle ∧ ϕ′ ∧
∧

∀ϕb∈Bϕ

∧
a∈A

ϕstrategy(a, b) ∧ ϕplays(b) ∧ ϕsatisfaction(ϕb)

Let us explain how this formula works. First we require the trace equality, we men-
tioned in Subsection 4.2.1. Secondly, we require that the singleton requirement holds.
Next, we take the original ATL* specification ϕ and remove all basic subformulas of the
highest level b and replace them with propplays(bnew). This will ensure later on that
ϕsatisfaction is only evaluated at the right nodes. The following part has to hold for all
basic formulas and agents. First we require ϕstrategy, which is ensuring that all labeled
strategies are semantically allowed. Next we require ϕplays to hold, which is ensuring
that all labeled sets of plays are semantically correct. Finally, we require ϕsatisfaction to
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hold. This requires that all bodies of basic subformulas are be satisfied at the correct
nodes. The formula ϕplays of the formula ϕsatisfaction will only hold on the nodes labeled
with propplays(bnew) and since in ϕ′ we replaced all basic subformulas ϕb with the propo-
sition propplays(bnew), all the basic subformulas of the highest level are ensured to hold
due to the ϕsatisfaction . Further in ϕsatisfaction , we replaced each basic subformula of this
subformula again, therefore this holds recursively.

4.3.3 Complexity of the Constructed Formula
We analyze the complexity of the new formula in comparison to the ATL* formula.
Let us first look at the HyperLTL formula ϕbehavior−equal . For this kind of formula

the synthesis of HyperLTL has a quadratic blowup [Fin+18] in comparison to LTL
synthesis. Let us analyze the length of this formula. The length is dependent on the
number of propositions we compare. For propinput(d, i), we get for all combinations of
directions d and inputs i, O(|I| × 2|I|) propositions to compare. For propβ(a,M, d), we
get for all combinations of set of movesM , directions d and agents a, O(2|I| × |A| × 22|I|)
propositions. For the whole formula we are in O(2|I|+2|I| × |A|) propositions, hence the
length of the formula.
Secondly, we analyze the subformula ϕsingle. The whole formula gets repeated for

each combination of moves, hence O(|A| × 22|I|) times. Te first line then has a length
of O(|A| × 2|I|). Based on the con- and disjunction of directions in the second line,
it has a length in O(22×|I| × |A| × |I|). Overall the formula ϕsingle has a length in
O(|A|2 × 22×|I|+2|I|).
Let us then look at the formula ϕstrategy which gets repeated for every basic formula.

Because of the quantification of moves, we repeat the formulaO(22|I|) times. The formula
itself is two times O(2|I|). The complete length of ϕstrategy then is: O(2|I|+2|I|).
Finally, we analyze the subformula ϕsatisfaction . As the length of the subformu-

las ϕinplays is constant, the length of ϕsatisfaction is linear in the length of the ATL*-
subformula. As we repeat this for all ATL*-subformula, the length of ϕ′∧∧ϕb∈Bϕ

ϕsatisfaction(ϕb)
is linear in the length of the original ATL* specification ϕ, hence in O(|ϕ|).
Combining all parts, the length of the whole formula is in
O(|A|2 × 22×|I|+2|I| + 2|I|+2|I| + |ϕ|). We give an upper bound for this formula assuming
the theoretical worst case: |I| = |Bϕ| = |A| = |ϕ|:

O(22×|ϕ|+2|ϕ|)
Our reduction therefore brings an exponential blow-up to the length of the formula.
Considering the polynomial blow up from HyperLTL synthesis our approach still brings
only one exponential blowup to the synthesis complexity.

4.4 Correctness
Let ϕATL be some arbitrary ATL* formula. Further let ϕLTL an arbitrary LTL formula
which was constructed from ϕATL using the proposed reduction.
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Lemma 4.11. Assume that S is a system which realizes ϕATL. Then there is a system
S’ which realizes the formula ϕLTL, constructed using the proposed reduction.

Proof. Let w.l.o.g. the system S be an ATS tree (:Definition 3). Let us first encode : Sec. 2.5, Page 13
the behavior function of ATS trees as propositions. It is clear that after encoding, the
system S is still a model of ϕATL since we only added proposition but did not use
them for now. Also, the way the encoding is done and because agents and directions
are finite, it is feasible to encode each possible behavior as proposition. Secondly, we
remove the behavior function from the ATS tree and consult the new propositions for
extracting behavior. The resulting system is called Scomp. Because each behavior can
be encoded uniquely, consulting the proposition instead of the behavior function, the
system preserves the model property of S, hence Scomp realizes ϕATL. The system is
called Scomp because it already is a computation tree.
As we argued in : Subsection 4.2.1, it is feasible to encode all possible strategies and : Sec. 4.2, Page 42

their resulting plays. Since Scomp realizes ϕATL, for each basic subformula, there are
strategies and plays leading to path satisfaction. Further, all requirements we put on
the propositions for strategies and plays are a direct translation of parts of the ATL*
semantics. Based on these facts, it is possible to encode the strategies and plays, which
will comply with the formula ϕsatisfaction into the system Scomp. We call the system
resulted from Scomp by encoding strategies and plays S′. Consequently, by construction
we know that S′ realizes the formula ϕLTL.

Lemma 4.12. Assume that S′ is a system which realizes the formula ϕLTL, constructed
using the proposed reduction. Then there is some S, which is a model of ϕATL.

Proof. As a first step we extract the behavior function β from the system S′. For each
set of directions M , agent a and direction d, we test whether propβ(a,M, d) is true.
If this is the case, we know that d ∈ β(a, n) and d ∈ M . Therefore we are able to
reconstruct β. The formula ϕSingle guarantees that the extracted behavior function also
satisfies the singleton requirement. We call the system with the new behavior function
and without the behavior proposition Sbeh. By inverse construction, this system already
realizes the formula ϕATL.
Further we argue why the system Sbeh does in fact realize ϕATL and why we can re-

move all other additional propositions. Consider each basic subformula b. The formula
ϕsatisfaction guarantees, that whenever ϕplays holds, the body of the basic subformula
is satisfied. Since existence of strategies is ensured by the formula ϕstrategy, this is ex-
actly the semantics definition of the satisfaction of basic subformulas in ATL*. Let us
therefore analyze what ϕplays exactly is. The formula ϕplays recognizes which paths are
following the definition of plays, where strategies (FA′) are extracted from the propo-
sitions propstrat(a, d, bnew) or propstrat(a, d, bcont). Since the number of strategies are
not bounded in an ATS tree and the formula ϕstrategy ensures that the propositions
propstrat(a, d, bnew) or propstrat(a, d, bcont) follow the definition of a strategy in an ATS
tree, we can extract the strategies for an ATS tree from these propositions. The same
holds for plays and the propositions propplays(bnew) and propplays(bcont). Therefore by
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extracting plays from the system Sbeh, we know that these paths are, following the def-
inition from the ATS tree, in plays. Therefore we know that the system Sbeh has plays,
indicating the satisfaction of a basic subformula. Consequently, doing this for every
basic subformula, the system Sbeh does realize ϕATL.
Moreover, we argue that we can transform the system Sbeh into the system S and that

S also realizes ϕATL. This is done by simply removing all additional propositions from
Sbeh which gives us an ATS tree. Since all propositions we removed in this step are not
used by the specification ϕATL, the system S realizes ϕATL.

Theorem 4.13. There is a system S which realizes an ATL* formula ϕATL. Secondly,
some system S′ realizes a LTL formula ϕLTL, which is constructed using the proposed
reduction, if and only if the system S realizes ϕATL.

Proof. The direction from ϕATL to ϕLTL is shown in Lemma 4.11, whereas the other
direction is shown in Lemma 4.12.
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Chapter 5
Towards Synthesizing Smart
Contracts

In this chapter we will analyze non-repudiation properties and how they can be formu-
lated in ATL. The presented findings and results are inspired by [KR03]. Further, we
will give an outlook on what needs to be considered to synthesize smart contracts and
what other interesting properties for smart contracts are.

5.1 Non-Repudiation

We denote as fair non-repudiation the combination of two properties, the non-repudiation
of origin (NRO) and the non-repudiation of receipt (NRR). Consider, for example, that
Alice sends a message to Bob. Two scenarios may happen: Alice may deny having the
sent message and Bob may deny having the message received. An illustration of the non-
repudiation property can be found in Figure 5.1. Using a protocol ensuring NRO and
NRR, in case of a dispute between Alice and Bob, evidences of receipt and send can be
presented, either by the parties themselves or by a trusted third party. A trusted third
party (TTP) is some authority, which both agree to trust. In real contracts, a notary or
a bank may represent such a trusted third party. The major problem of non-repudiation
protocols is ensuring fairness between these parties, hence that Alice gets an evidence
of receipt if and only if Bob also gets some evidence of origin. Dealing with unreliable
channels as in the Internet, complicates this even more.

Non-repudiation protocols can be classified as exchange protocols, which significantly
differ from authentication or secrecy protocols. In authentication and secrecy protocols
the goal is to defend against an external intruder interfering with the messages sent
between participants. The participants are generally considered honest. In exchange
protocols, however the presence of an intruder is not important as we consider the other
participants as adversaries. Based on that authenticity or secrecy protocols have an
almost linear run, while in exchange protocols we do not trust the participants to ex-
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Figure 5.1: Failed non-repudiation for Bob

ecute the protocols in the correct order, hence huge branching may occur. Intuitively,
such exchange protocols have great similarity with games, which is why we consider
non-repudiation protocols as games between the participants of the protocol.

A good logic to describe games is alternating-time temporal logic (ATL). In ATL we are
able to evaluate the strategies of the participants. For an ATL formula 〈〈a1, a2〉〉 goal,
it is sufficient that agent a1 and a2 can enforce computations on which globally goal
holds. Therefore, we allow systems with computations on which goal does not hold.
We simply require that agents a1 and a2 can influence the system such that goal holds.
In the following, we will analyze non-repudiation properties specified in ATL.

5.2 ATL for Non-Repudiation
Let us introduce the following simplifications. We call the state where non-repudiation of
origin or receive is reached NRO or NRR. While analyzing a concrete protocol, one may
replace these placeholders with actual evidences of receive or send such as a signature.
In order to explain non-repudiation and fair exchange however, using NRO and NRR
as shorthands is sufficient. As we mentioned before, we have to consider the behavior
of channels. Therefore, channels will be modeled as participants in the protocol. An
unreliable channel can therefore decide if he wants to deliver a message or not. As
participants respectively agents, we consider a, b and cha. For a message a send to b,
following [KR03], the main formula enforcing non-repudiation is

non-rep := ¬〈〈a, cha〉〉 (NRR ∧ ¬〈〈b〉〉 NRO).

Inside the first negation, it describes a situation which should not happen if non-
repudiation has to hold. Participant a, together with the communication channels should
not reach a state in which

• NRR holds, hence a has the non-repudiation evidence of receipt and
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• participant b alone cannot enforce a computation in which he eventually also gets
his evidence of origin.

A protocol on which this specification holds can be considered as non-repudiation safe.
However, it is not foolproof as Alice (a) may make mistakes, such that it could be to her
own disadvantage. According to [KR02], a formula where Alice is not allowed to make
mistakes to her own disadvantage is

¬〈〈ah, b, cha〉〉 (NRO ∧ ¬〈〈∅〉〉 NRR).

As before, this formula describes a situation that should not happen. All agents working
together should not be able to reach a state in which

• Bob has the NRO evidence and
• there is now way such that NRR is reached.

For that we have to assume that Alice is honest, denoted with ah, meaning that Alice is
following the protocol. If Alice would not follow the protocol, we cannot make guaran-
tees at all.

Giving Alice the freedom to make mistakes to her own disadvantage has advantages
and drawbacks. On the one hand, at the end of designing a protocol, the protocol
should be foolproof. Assumed it is implemented correctly, no mistakes at all should be
possible. On the other hand it may occur that, depending on further constraints, no
protocol exists fulfilling the stricter non-repudiation. Using the weaker non-repudiation,
we therefore can verify and synthesize protocols which specifications otherwise would be
unrealizable.

5.3 Future Work on Synthesizing Smart Contracts
For future work to achieve the goal of synthesizing smart contracts respectively non-
repudiation protocols we give the following impulses.
For most protocols, cryptographic primitives, such as symmetric or asymmetric key

encryption respectively decryption, cryptographic hash functions and signature func-
tions are necessary. For synthesis one has to accurately reflect which of these primitives
are necessary for the kinds of protocols one would like to create. Additionally, it has to
be defined which constellations of such primitives and received messages constitute the
non-repudiation evidences of origin and receive. Also one has to think of the abilities of
the trusted third party and how to specify these and how the TTP is allowed to interact
with the participants. This also raises the question whether to consider optimistic pro-
tocols, where the TTP only acts in case of a conflict. Some of this considerations where
already made by the authors of [CR12].

Quite interesting is also the question how we can reconstruct a protocol from the out-
put of a synthesis algorithm. ATL synthesis will output an alternating transition system
or concurrent game tree as explained in the previous chapters. Protocols, however, are
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often noted in text / graphic based form. Therefore, the output system somehow needs
to be transformed to this text based representation of a protocol.

In addition one could analyze other properties of contract-signing protocols such as
abuse-freeness and balance. Suppose a contract between Alice and Bob is concluding.
At some point either the successful completion of the contract or the abort of the con-
tract depends on a decision from Alice or Bob. Abuse-freeness describes the guarantee
that it is not possible for neither Alice nor Bob to prove to a third party (Charlie) that
the completion or abort depends on their decision. Normally, one wants to prevent such
situations as it could give, for example, Alice, the power to force Charlie and Bob to
raise his offer. Such situations are comparable to auctions and normally not wanted
for regular contract signing. In [KR02], the authors showed that ATL is a good fit for
the verification of these properties as well. Therefore, it is promising to analyze these
properties as well and how they can be transferred to the synthesis problem.

In general, the fact that ATL is very well suited for abuse-freeness and non-repudiation,
shows that ATL is powerful enough to cover a wide variety of properties and is a good
fit for properties of smart contracts and exchange protocols in general. It is likely that
further properties which are useful for smart contracts are also expressible in ATL.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

We compare both approaches and study which benefits come from the approaches in
comparison to existing work. Moreover, we look at further work and improvements to
our approaches.

6.1 Reduction From Concurrent Game Structures

In Chapter 3, we presented a reduction from ATL* synthesis to (Hyper-)LTL synthesis.
We presented a technique to transform any ATL* formula into a (Hyper-)LTL specifica-
tion, such that systems modeling these (Hyper-)LTL specifications can be transformed
to concurrent game structure which also model the original ATL* specification.

We created this reduction by first transforming concurrent game structures into ex-
plicit models and then into computation trees. We used additional LTL formulas and one
HyperLTL formula to make sure that the computation tree represents such a concurrent
game structure. As a first step we identified all basic formulas of an ATL* specification.
We then transformed concurrent game structures into basic concurrent game structures
containing propositions for basic formulas. Secondly, we unraveled these basic models
to tree models. We then reasoned why it is necessary to perform a boolean widening on
this tree, such that the necessary amount of witnesses can be encoded into the tree. As
a next step we created explicit models by encoding witnesses and counter witnesses into
the tree. A set of formulas guarantees that these explicit models are well-formed. In the
second part of this chapter, we transformed the explicit models into computation trees
and introduced LTL and HyperLTL formulas enforcing the correctness of the encoding
and the well-formedness of the computation trees. For the encoding, we first introduced
propositions which map directions of the computation tree to directions of the concur-
rent game tree, hence input sets to move vectors. We then introduced propositions to
encode the relation between moves, move vectors and agents, while a new LTL formula
ensures that these relations comply with the definitions of concurrent game structures.
Next, we introduced a HyperLTL formula which ensures that the boolean widening we
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applied to the concurrent game tree is transferable to computation trees. As a next step
we created formulas transferring the well-formedness of explicit models to computation
trees. These formula implicitly encode the witnesses. As a last step, we create formulas
assembling the encoded witnesses and requiring a basic formula to hold on these paths,
accordingly to the semantics definition of ATL. We then assemble all formulas, resulting
in one complete (Hyper-)LTL specification.
The specification can be entered into any LTL synthesis tool, for the HyperLTL part,

we use a tool for bounded HyperLTL synthesis, such as BoSyHyper [Fin+18]. The
output represents a concurrent game structure, if necessary it can be reconstructed to a
concurrent game structure according to our reduction.

6.2 Reduction From Alternating Transition Systems
In Chapter 4, we presented a second reduction from ATL* synthesis to (Hyper-) LTL
synthesis. We presented a technique to transform any ATL* formula into a (Hyper-)
LTL specification, such that systems modeling these (Hyper-)LTL specifications can be
transformed to trees of alternating transition systems which also model the original
ATL* specification.
We created this reduction by first encoding trees of alternating transition systems into

regular computation trees. Additional LTL formulas were necessary to ensure the cor-
rectness of the encoding. As a first step, we mapped sets of input variables to directions.
Secondly, we encoded the behavior function of ATS trees into the computation tree. An
additional LTL formula guarantees that the encoding is correct. Next, we encode the
witnesses. For that we first need to apply a boolean widening to the tree, to be able
to encode the necessary amount of witnesses in each node. An additional HyperLTL
formula, ensuring that the widening cannot damage the behavior of the agents, is added
here. As a next step, we encoded the witnesses of satisfaction for each basic formula.
Based on the ATL semantics definition, defined over ATS trees, we consider strategies
and plays as witnesses. We, therefore, introduce propositions for strategies and plays,
together with LTL formulas, that ensure that the encoding is correct. As a last step,
we introduce formulas assembling the encoded plays to witnesses and requiring a basic
formula to hold on these paths, according to the semantics definition of ATL. We then
assemble all formulas, resulting in one complete (Hyper-)LTL specification.
Similar to the first approach, this specification can be entered into any LTL synthesis

tool. For the HyperLTL part, we use a tool for bounded HyperLTL synthesis, such as
BoSyHyper [Fin+18]. The output represents trees of alternating transition systems, and
if necessary can be reconstructed to such ATS trees according to our reduction.

6.3 Comparing Both Approaches
We gave two approaches for the reduction, the first one uses concurrent game struc-
tures as underlying structures, while the second uses alternating transition systems and
its trees. Both approaches were successful and both can be applied in praxis. As the
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underlying structures were different, the results of both approaches differ as well. Al-
though both approaches result in a set of traces / computation tree, different information
are encoded into these trees. Results from the first approach can be transformed back
to concurrent game structures, results from the second approach back into alternating
transition systems. A main difference is the complexity of the approaches. While the
approach over concurrent game structures gives in general an exponential blow-up to
the synthesis problem, the approach over trees of alternating transition systems gives
a double exponential blow-up to the ATL* synthesis. This is due to the more complex
transition function of alternating transition systems. Even though it might be possible
to create an encoding for alternating transition systems without this additional expo-
nential blow-up, the straight forward approachesoach we chose has to iterate over the
elements of the target set of the transition function, that is 22I elements, generating the
blow-up.

6.4 Future Work and Optimizations
As mentioned before, it is likely that optimizations of our approaches are possible and
may even result in complexity improvements. In [BSK17], the authors showed that for
the CTL* synthesis via LTL synthesis case, it is possible to remove the exponential
blow-up. It is most likely that a similar approach is possible in our case as well. One
also might find a similar technique to remove the HyperLTL formula, such that we will
not need HyperLTL at all.

Secondly, implementing the approaches would be the continuation of this work. Since
the second approach has better complexity results, we recommend implementing this
approach. However, it would be interesting to implement both approaches and analyze
how they interact with optimizations of existing LTL synthesis tools.

Besides optimizing and implementing the approach, its application in the context
of smart contracts is quite interesting as we outlined in : Subsection 5.3. One might : Sec. 5.3, Page 59
consider additional properties such as abuse-freeness and balance, as well as combining
them with classical properties such as authenticity and data integrity. Furthermore one
has to consider the specification of sender, receiver and trusted third parties, as well as
communication channels. Moreover, the output of ATL synthesis, typically concurrent
game structures or alternating transition systems, has to be analyzed and transformed
to protocol instructions in the typical text representation.
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